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ABSTRACT
The motivation behind cognitive radio networks (CRNs) was to increase the utilization
of the underutilized wireless spectrum bands. An important factor to achieving this goal is
fast sensing, because if the cognitive radio (CR) node has one transceiver for sensing and
transmission, then the longer the sensing time, the less the transmission time left and the
lower the wireless spectrum band utilization. On the other hand, in CRNs, licensed users, also
called the primary users (PUs), allow CRs to use their licensed spectrum bands provided that
no harmful interference to the PUs occurs. Since there is no cooperation between the PU and
the CR node, the CR node should perform periodic sensing (monitoring) to avoid interfering
with the PU for more than the maximum PU’s tolerable interference delay (TID). If a PU
is sensed to be active, the CR node should perform out-of-band sensing (search) to find an
available channel. Fast search enhances the CR node’s quality of service because the CR node
does not need to stop long time due to the PU appearance.
To avoid harmful interference to the PUs, monitoring and searching should be reliable
enough. Higher reliability requires more accurate sensing which is achieved by using more
sensing time, which leads to decreasing spectrum utilization. Therefore, there is a tradeoff
between the detection speed and the reliability of sensing.
In this thesis, we study this tradeoff and propose strategies to optimize the monitoring
time which is the periodic sensing time required to protect the PU from interference. Also, we
optimize the search time which is the time until finding an available channel to be used by the
CR nodes. In addition, we introduce a framework for cooperative in-band sensing (monitoring)
that allows multiple CR nodes to share a channel, such that the channel utilization is enhanced
and the sensing efficiency is increased. We propose a new definition of sensing efficiency, which
xii
is the ratio of the size of transmitted data in one cycle to the size of the data that can be
transmitted in the same cycle if there is no need for sensing.
Sensing in CRNs is a key enabling functionality for the reasons mentioned above, as well as
because most other functionalities in CRNs are dependent on sensing. Therefore, any function
in CRN must consider sensing. Consequently, we propose a spectrum decision framework
that can be used by existing routing protocols in order to enhance the throughput of a given
end-to-end path, and to increase the probability of finding an end-to-end path.
In addition, we propose a cross layer routing protocol which has cooperation between the
network and physical layers. Network layer finds the relay nodes jointly with the channels to
be used on each hop, based on spectrum availability information which is generated by the
physical layer. Both the spectrum decision framework and the cross layer routing protocol
consider the monitoring time overhead of the channels, and generate recommendations to the
physical layers of some CR nodes in order to sense some certain channels to enhance the quality
of the selected route.
We did extensive simulation for our work: first, we show that the proposed framework
of in-band sensing and channel sharing achieves better sensing efficiency than the approaches
which perform periodic in-band sensing. Second, the results of monitoring time optimization
and search time optimization appear fast due to the convexity of the formulations, and the time
of monitoring and search is less when we relax the false alarm probability while protecting the
PU. Third, the proposed spectrum decision achieves enhancement to existing routing protocols
as high as 100% in some cases. Finally, the proposed routing protocol achieves better stability
and throughput than existing routing protocols and increases the probability of finding a path.
1CHAPTER 1 Introduction
Wireless spectrum is highly underutilized, where significant parts of it are used only for
some time periods in an on/off manner and with large geographical variations. Figure 1.1 shows
the measurements performed by Berkeley Wireless Research Center on spectrum band 0-6
GHz. Such low utilization in spectrum usage resulted from currently deployed static frequency
allocation policy. Apparently, in order to increase wireless spectrum utilization, more flexible
spectrum management techniques are required like Opportunistic Spectrum Sharing (OSS),
where unlicensed users, also called secondary users (SUs), are allowed to operate in licensed
frequency bands without the permission of the licensed users, also called primary users (PUs),
provided that they do not introduce harmful interference to the PUs.
 
Figure 1.1: Measurement of 0-6 GHz spectrum utilization at Berkeley
Wireless Research Center.
The enabling technology for OSS is cognitive radio (CR) which enables the SU to sense
the channels and adapt its transmission characteristics accordingly [2], using software defined
2radios (SDRs). In SDRs, the components that are traditionally built in hardware (e.g., mod-
ulators/demodulators, amplifiers, filters, detectors, etc.) are programmable on a personal
computer or embedded computing devices. Throughout the thesis, we use SU and CR inter-
changeably.
There are four main functionalities in CRNs [1] as Figure 1.2 shows [1]. These are: spectrum
sensing, Spectrum decision, spectrum sharing, and spectrum hand off. Spectrum sensing is
required to find an available channel to use and to prevent interfering with the PU after
accessing the channel. Spectrum sensing is required because there is no cooperation between
the PU and the CR node.
Spectrum 
Sensing
Spectrum 
Decision
Spectrum 
Handoff
Spectrum 
Sharing
RF
Stimuli
Spectrum
Hole
Channel
Capacity
Decision
Request
Transmission 
Signal
PU
Detection
Spectrum
Characterization
Radio
Environment
Figure 1.2: Main functions in CRNs [1]
Spectrum decision is required to decide which channel to access. It is composed of three
main steps: 1) spectrum sensing, which is explained above to investigate the characteristics of
the channels; 2) spectrum analysis which includes studying the characteristics of the channels,
e.g., which channels maximize the throughput, minimize the delay, minimize loss rate, or
achieve less access time in multi-hop routing; and 3) deciding which channel the node will use
based on a specific objective and based on the application the CR node is working on. For
example, the CR node may need a channel that stays available for long time regardless of the
3throughput, or it may need a channel that has low access time which is shared by less number
of nodes, and so on.
Spectrum sharing happens when the CR node senses some channels and decides to access
one of the channels. This channel may be busy by other CRs, and since the CR nodes cannot
have exclusive access rights to that channel. Therefore, the CR node should share the channel
with the other CRs. Sharing the channel can happen in centralized way, where there is a
coordinator entity, or it can happen in distributed way which is more difficult. There is
another less popular method of spectrum sharing, which is sharing the channel with the PU,
when the PU does not need the channel all the time, the PU can lease the channel part of the
time. Or when the PU can tolerate interference up to a specific level (interference temperature
or underlay networks).
Spectrum hand-off refers to the process when the CR node needs to stop using a channel
when the licensee PU becomes active. The CR node will try to find another available channel,
and will inspect (spectrum sensing) multiple channels until it decides (spectrum decision) which
channel to switch to. After decision, if the channel is used by some other CRs in the same
area, then the CR node should share the channel (spectrum sharing) with other CR nodes.
Spectrum hand-off is highly dependent on the PU behavior.
From the above exposition, it is clear that the four functionalities in CRNs are dependent
on each other. However, spectrum sensing can be considered as a key enabling functionality.
This is because the decisions of using and vacating channels are based on sensing results. Also,
reliable sensing can help avoids interference with PUs, which is a condition to use the spectrum
band of the PU.
Moreover, multi-hop routing in cognitive radio ad hoc network assumed to be cross layer
approach, where the routing decision performed by the network layer, is based on channels
availability found by spectrum sensing, which is done in the physical layer. Each CR node
typically maintains a subset of the candidate channels, where it monitors (sense) them peri-
odically. The routing protocol finds the path based on these subsets. However, none of the
existing routing protocols, to the best of our knowledge, elaborated on how to find the sub-
4set. Indeed, the larger the subset, the better the achieved route quality, and the higher the
probability to find an end-to-end path. On the other hand, the larger the subset, the more
monitoring time per cycle, which implies less time for transmission and lower route throughput.
Therefore, sensing time has strong effect on routing quality.
1.1 Spectrum Sensing
Spectrum sensing refers to the process of sensing a channel and deciding the state of the
channel, where it can be in one of two states: 1) H0 which means that the PU is idle, and
the CR node can use the channel, and 2) H1 means that the PU is active, and the CR node
cannot use the channel.
Such decision is subject to two types of errors; false alarm and miss detection. False alarm
refers to the CR detecting an active PU while the PU in inactive. Higher false alarm probability
(Pf ), reduces spectrum utilization by the CR. However, having less strict requirements on the
false alarm has several advantages: (a) decreasing miss detection probability (Pm) due to the
tradeoff between the detection probability (Pd = 1 − Pm) and Pf , (b) sensing potentially
becomes less complex, and (c) less required sensing time for sensing a channel. Miss-detection
means that the CR node detects that there is no active PU while there is an active PU. Higher
miss detection probability (Pm = 1− Pd), increases the interference to the PU which reduces
sensing’s reliability, and should be avoided.
Throughout this work, the two most popular sensing methods will be used, which are energy
detection and feature detection. In energy detection, the energy in the received waveform over
an observation interval (sensing time) is measured [3], and compared to a threshold value (γ).
Energy detection is fast and more commonly used, but it has bad performance under low SNR.
Moreover, it cannot distinguish the source of the signal whether it is from the PU or from a CR
node. Therefore, in energy detection, nodes have quiet period during which, no CR is allowed
to send, and sensing is performed during these quiet periods. On the other hand, feature
detection identifies the existence of the PU by searching for some cyclostationary features of
the PUs like modulation type and pilot signal in the received signal. Feature detection is more
5complex and takes more time, but does not require quiet periods and has good performance
under low SNRs.
Spectrum sensing can be classified into two main types [1]: out-of-band sensing which is
searching for an idle channel by sensing multiple channels sequentially until finding an available
one (spectrum hole), and in-band sensing which is monitoring a channel periodically while using
it, in order to prevent interference with the PU. In-band sensing requires the CR node to stop
its transmission periodically to do sensing. This is because if the CR node has one transceiver,
then it cannot sense and transmit simultaneously. Figure 1.3 shows the concept of a spectrum
hole. During the periods marked 1, 3, and 5, the CR node stops every cycle to perform in-band
sensing. Arrows 2 and 4 show switching to a different frequency band, which happens after
the PU becomes busy on the current frequency band, and after the CR node performs an
out-of-band sensing to find spectrum hole.
 
Figure 1.3: Spectrum hole concept
Usually, the PU can tolerate interference for a certain period of time which is called the
tolerable interference delay (TID). When a CR node is using a channel, it should stop its
transmission at least once every TID seconds and monitor PU appearance. If the PU became
active, the CR node should leave the channel, perform spectrum hand-off, and search for an
idle channel.
There is a need to minimize both the searching and monitoring times. This is because if
6the CR node has only one transceiver which is used for sensing and transmission, and if the
required periodic monitoring time is ST , the room left for transmission every TID seconds
is TID − ST . Therefore, by reducing monitoring time, room left for transmission increases,
which means that the channel utilization increases. On the other hand, minimizing the search
time, means when a PU becomes active, the CR node needs less time to search for an idle
channel, which enhances the CR node’s quality of service (QoS).
Another requirement for spectrum sensing is that it should be reliable, which implies that:
1) interference with the PU should not last for longer than TID seconds, and 2) the probability
of interference with the PU should not exceed a certain probability which is defined by the PU
itself.
However, having fast and reliable spectrum sensing is challenging because it involves bal-
ancing a tradeoff between the quality and the speed of sensing. Therefore, several algorithms
were developed to optimize required sensing time. These algorithms can be divided into four
main axes: firstly, optimizing the detection probability and false alarm probability [4]; secondly,
reducing inter-sensing time in case of monitoring [5, 6]; thirdly, reducing required monitoring
time [7, 8]; and finally, reducing search time [9, 10].
1.1.1 Cooperative Spectrum Monitoring
Generally, existing monitoring algorithms adopt periodic sensing, where CR nodes employ
a periodic detection cycle divided into sensing and transmission times. There is a tradeoff
between sensing time length and throughput: increasing sensing time will increase detection
probability and reduce false alarm probability, but will also reduce transmission time. On the
other hand, reducing sensing time increases transmission time, but also increases false-alarms
which results in a higher number of unnecessary channel evacuations, thereby reducing the
average throughput. Therefore, there is a need to select the best sensing time that protects
the PU and increases transmission time.
Long monitoring time is also necessary to prevent hidden terminal problem that results
from multi-path and deep shadowing. For this reason, CRs must be far more sensitive than
7PUs (by 30-40 dB [11]). This requires the CR to do monitoring (or in-band sensing) for a
longer time. For example, when the PU’s required detection probability is 0.999, the best
channel efficiency (the ratio of transmission time to cycle length) that can be achieved is only
about 27% [8]. Therefore, in-band sensing time forms a non negligible overhead which reduces
spectrum utilization.
One way to overcome the problem of low spectrum utilization due to long sensing time is
by cooperative sensing. Cooperative sensing also prevents the hidden terminal problem, which
cannot be solved by only increasing sensing time when signal to noise ratio (SNR) is below a
value called “SNR wall”.
Many approaches have been proposed thus far to reduce in-band sensing (monitoring)
time. They still require the node to do periodic sensing like [12], [7], and [13]. The required
CR sensitivity and hence required sensing time is determined by SNR, number of cooperating
nodes, shadowing relationship between the cooperating nodes, and distance between cooper-
ating nodes.
In Chapter 3, we introduce a cooperative in-band sensing framework, in which the CR nodes
have two modes of operation, sensing and transmission. The nodes in transmission mode do
not perform any sensing, while the nodes in sensing mode do feature-detection sensing for the
channel most of the time, and they inform the nodes in transmission mode when the PU appears
by flooding warning messages. Therefore, the transmission time of nodes in transmission mode
is increased, and hence their throughput is enhanced. Nodes in sensing mode use feature
detection sensing because the nodes in sensing mode are sensing most of the time. Therefore,
they do not have a problem with slower sensing.
The advantages of this framework are summarized in two folds. First, the nodes that have
data to send stop periodically to listen to warning messages generated by nodes in sensing
mode. The required listening time is much shorter than the required sensing time, and it
is less affected by the required sensitivity parameters. Second, our sensing framework does
not require a Common Control Channel (CCC), which is used in most cooperative sensing
algorithms to exchange sensing information. We prove by mathematical analysis and extensive
8simulations that our sensing framework enhances spectrum utilization by assigning the nodes
in transmission mode higher data rate and not forcing them to stop long times to perform
sensing. This enhances sensing efficiency and throughput where the nodes in transmission
mode finish transmitting their data faster.
1.1.2 In-Band and Out-of-Band Sensing Optimization
Out-of-band sensing, also called searching composed of two main steps: 1) finding the
sequential order of channels to be searched, and 2) Sense the channels sequentially. The
sensing step can be divided into two main steps also: a) sensing the channel, and b) switching
from one channel that was sensed and found to be busy, to another channel to sense it. This
switching time depends on the distance between the central frequencies of the two channels
and on technology factors. Therefore, the total search is dependent on: the selected sequential
order of channels, the sensing time of each channel, and the switching time between channels.
The sequential order can be: a sequential order of channels, based on the decreasing proba-
bility of the channel being idle, or based on another criterion, e.g., to order channels according
to increasing transmission energy. Sorting based on the probability of the channel being idle,
reduces the expected number of channels to inspect until finding an available channel, which
reduces the search time. However, we may select channels that are far away from each other,
which increases the switching time and hence increases the search time. On the other hand,
searching channels sequentially may reduce the switching time which reduces the search time.
But, the CR node may need to inspect more channels to find an idle channel which increases
the search time.
In Chapter 4, a heuristic solution is proposed to find a sequential order of channels to
be followed during search, which reduces the search time. Also, we present two optimization
formulations: one for search and the other for monitoring. The sensing in this chapter is single
node sensing, where the node takes a decision by itself only. And the used underlying sensing
method is energy detection because it is the fastest, and the goal is to minimize sensing time.
Our work in this chapter differs from previous work done on optimizing monitoring and
9search time in: 1) in monitoring, we find the sensing time jointly with the detection threshold
such that the PU is protected and the sensing time is minimized. We relax false alarm prob-
ability by considering the search time as a cost for the false alarm; 2) in search, we increase
the degrees of freedom where we jointly find sensing time of each channel, energy detection
threshold of each channel, and the number of channels to be sensed; and 3) in both optimiza-
tions, we relax the false alarm probability. Usually false alarm probability is required to be
small enough. But, we proved that in some cases sensing with higher false alarm probability
requires less sensing time while achieving the required detection probability.
Another difference from existing research is the PU model. Most of the current methods
use only simple partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDPs), where each radio
channel is modeled with two states: Busy and Idle states [6, 9, 12, 14]. Such limited channel
models do not allow the CR node to benefit from the measurements done in the last monitoring
cycles. For example, in monitoring, the CR node has a memory of the last monitoring cycles
and it knows that the channel was idle. But, the POMDP model is memoryless, which means
that the probability that the channel is idle/busy in the current cycle is independent from the
observation in the previous cycles. In Chapter 4, we model the PU idle state using multiple
idle states instead of just one idle state. This allows the CR node to benefit from the previous
sensing decisions done in the last monitoring cycles.
1.2 Spectrum Decision in CRNs
The use of software defined radios (SDRs) and the requirement of protecting the PU from
any interference have introduced new challenges: First, the SDR allows the CR node to op-
erate over wide spectrum bands with different characteristics. Second, if the PU can tolerate
interference up to TID seconds, then the CR should sense the channel at least once every TID
seconds. If sensing time takes ST ms for one channel and when the CR switches from one
channel to another channel to start sensing, it takes SW ms, then a CR must spend ST +SW
ms for sensing each channel. This means that if the CR node has only one transceiver and is
maintaining a list of K channels, then K ∗ (ST +SW ) ms is wasted on sensing, which may be
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a significant fraction of the TID seconds cycle.
Therefore, based on the above, it is evident that choosing the best set of channels can
minimize the overhead time (sensing plus switching time), which is known as spectrum decision.
The CR node should know which channels it must monitor, where the set of such channels
depends on the objective. For example, if the objective is optimal routing, then the spectrum
decision aims to find the channels that will minimize the end-to-end delay or maximize the
throughput. If the objective is to increase route stability, then the node can select the channels
that are expected to be available for longer times. In Chapter 5, we will consider the spectrum
decision problem where the objective is routing.
Routing in CRNs jointly selects the path and the channel to be used on each hop according
to a quality objective. Quality objectives are classified into: minimizing end-to-end delay,
maximize throughput, minimize interference, and increase path stability. According to [15],
routing can be classified into two main types: full spectrum knowledge and local spectrum
knowledge. The full spectrum knowledge assumes that there is a central entity that knows
all the available channels at each CR node without sensing, thanks to spectrum availability
databases [16]. Indeed, this increases the options and gives better routing results. However,
as explained in [15], this is not practical.
The local spectrum knowledge approach is more practical. To the best of our knowledge,
all local spectrum knowledge approaches assume that each CR maintains a set of available
channels which is obtained by sensing. Then, CRs apply their routing algorithm which finds
the path and the channel to be used on each hop such that their quality objective is optimized,
and the channel used on each hop, should exist within the set of available channels at both
nodes at the two ends of that hop.
To implement these approaches, some questions must be answered: 1) what is the optimal
size of the set that should be maintained by each CR node? From the routing point of view,
the bigger the set, the better the achievable routing quality objective. However, from sensing
point of view, the smaller the set, the less the sensing time overhead, 2) since, as we mentioned
previously, monitoring all the channels consumes considerable time which is also infeasible,
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then, is the routing decision that was made the best? What if there is another channel that is
not used by a PU (available) and enhances the quality objective, but was not selected because
the CR is not aware of its availability? and 3) if applying a specific routing algorithm was not
able to find a path because, for example, on one or more hops there is no common available
channel that is within the set of available channels at both nodes at the two ends of that hop:
is there a possibility that there will be another channel that is available at both nodes, but the
nodes are not aware of it because they did not sense it?
The objectives of the work in Chapter 5 can be summarized in: 1) introducing a new
framework for spectrum decision which increases the options for a CR node by allowing it to
inspect more channels, including the channels that the CR is not aware of their availability. The
selection will be according to a specific criterion that takes into consideration the sensing time,
the switching time, the access and channel sharing time, and the expected available channel
time, 2) use this framework to enhance the performance of the existing routing algorithms,
for example, by finding another channel on one hop that increases the throughput or that
minimizes the end-to-end delay and 3) if applying the routing algorithm was not able to find a
path from a source to a destination, we will use the framework to try to find a path because the
proposed framework increases the probability of finding a path since it inspects more channels.
1.3 Routing in CRNs
While the CRN uses a wide spectrum band which spans many channels, the CR node
cannot perform periodic monitoring for all the channels. The CR node needs to maintain
(periodically sense) more than one channel, in order to have a backup link when the link fails
due to PU appearance. In addition, one channel per node will not, most probably, provide
an end-to-end path. Therefore, each CR node maintains a sub-set of the channels and each
channel among this sub-set will be monitored periodically by that node. In Chapter 5, we show
how to enhance the quality of a given end-to-end path, and how to increase the probability
of finding a path. In Chapter 6, we will show how to design a cross layer routing protocol
(CLRP).
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Most of the existing routing protocols do not consider monitoring time as overhead through-
out their work. Also, none of them, to the best of our knowledge, discusses specifically how
the subset of channels at each CR node was selected. Reference [15] considered such routing
protocols as untrue cross layer protocols, because the network layer does not tell the physi-
cal layer which channels to sense, while the physical layer only tells the network layer which
channels are available.
In Chapter 6, we propose to take a broader view and consider all channels to be in the set
of candidate channels to be used. We assume in CLRP that each CR node is maintaining a
small set of channels which monitors them periodically. Channels that are maintained by the
node are known for sure to be available. Other channels that are not maintained by the node
will be considered available with certain probabilities. Therefore, we introduce a probabilistic
routing approach that finds a multi-hop path between a source and a destination. The approach
considers all the channels at all nodes in the network whether they are known to be available
or not. If they are not known to be available, the probability of availability will be considered.
We will use this approach to find end-to-end paths with enhanced throughput and stability. It
will be shown by simulation that this approach achieves better throughput and longer stability
than traditional approaches which only consider the channels that are known to be available at
the nodes. Moreover, we will show by simulation that our approach increases the probability
of finding an end-to-end path.
1.4 Thesis Contributions
In this Thesis, we introduce five contributions:
1. we propose a framework for cooperative in-band sensing which allows multiple nodes to
share a channel such that the sensing efficiency is enhanced;
2. we formulate a convex non-linear formulation to optimize the required periodic sensing
time (monitoring) which is required to protect the PU from interference;
3. we formulate a convex non-linear formulation which minimizes the time to search for an
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available channel which is required in case of spectrum hand-off;
4. spectrum decision is proposed with the objective of enhancing the route quality of a given
multi-hops path, and increasing the probability of finding a multi-hop path, while taking
sensing time into consideration; and finally,
5. we propose a cross layer routing protocol, where the routing protocol selects the channels
to be sensed, hence enhancing the routing quality.
1.5 Thesis Organization
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, a survey of related work
is presented. Chapter 3 discusses the details of a proposed cooperative framework for in-
band sensing in CRNs. Two efficient optimization formulations for spectrum searching and
monitoring are introduced in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, a spectrum decision framework that
enhances routing protocols quality is proposed. After that, Chapter 6 discusses a true cross
layer routing protocol in CRNs. Conclusions and some future work directions are stated in
Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 2 Related Work
In this chapter, we survey the related work. First, we survey the literature on PU monitor-
ing and in-band sensing. Then, work related to monitoring and search optimization is reviewed.
Finally, the state of art work on routing and spectrum decision in CRNs is discussed.
2.1 Monitoring
References [17] and [6] focused on determining optimal transmission time, which is the
cycle length minus the monitoring time. IEEE 802.22 standard [18] considers periodic in-band
sensing, using both fast sensing and fine sensing. Fast Sensing typically done very fast (under
1ms). If during the fast sensing stage it is concluded that energy in the affected channel is
always below the threshold, the base station may decide to cancel the next scheduled fine
sensing period. Fine sensing is required based on the results of the fast sensing. During fine
sensing stage, more detailed sensing is performed on the target channels.
The authors in [19, 20] showed that required monitoring time that achieves PU’s required
detection probability varies from node to node. Therefore, cooperative sensing was proposed
in [11,21], which achieve better detection probability with shorter times.
There is a limit on the achieved gain from increasing the number of CR nodes performing
cooperative sensing [19]. Therefore, there is an optimal number of CR nodes which perform
cooperative sensing such that the sensing time is minimized. We refer to this optimal number
of nodes as the sensing limit. This is the least number of nodes that must be in sensing mode
to counter interference constraints.
Some algorithms assume listen-before-talk strategy where the CR senses the PU channel
for a certain amount of time before each packet transmission, e.g., [8], [22], and [14]. This
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represents a significant overhead, especially when sensing takes a long time. For instance, in
IEEE 802.22, the fine sensing time is 25ms for field-sync detection [18]. This sensing time is
long when compared to millisecond packet durations.
One sensing approach which assumes two modes of operation like the proposed approach
exploits a separate sensor network beside the CRN. Reference [23] discussed the deployment
of a wireless sensor network (WSN) to detect primary receivers, by detecting the power leaked
from the local oscillator (LO) of the primary receivers. In this case, sensor nodes need to
be placed in close proximity to the primary receivers. These sensors could detect the exact
channel that a PU uses and transmit this information to the cognitive radios through a common
control channel (CCC). The problem in this scheme is that it needs the deployment of another
network, which is costly. It also depends on the weak power leaked from the LO, which requires
sensor nodes to be installed close to the PU (within 1 m). Moreover, this approach does not
succeed with all types of PUs, for example, mobile PU or PUs that do not leak power when
they receive the signal.
The authors in [24] proposed the idea of some nodes perform sensing and feed the sens-
ing decision to some other nodes. They introduced a performance measure called detection
efficiency which is the proportion of the remaining resources that can be used for data trans-
mission after the sensing process. This algorithm works with centralized CRN approach. Also,
they need a CCC to send the cooperation results. Moreover, the CR nodes must wait for per-
mission from the central controller to decide whether the node can transmit or not. Although
our approach in Chapter 3 has some similarities, we do not require a CCC, nor we do need a
central controller, and any node can switch to transmission mode depending on whether it has
data to send or not, while preserving the sensing limit constraint.
Liu et al [25] discussed the ESCAPE algorithm that vacates a channel if some nodes detect
a PU. They assume that not all the nodes can have the same sensing efficiency at the same
time. Consequently, some nodes may detect the PU while not others. These nodes will flood
their group with N predefined CDMA warning messages. They do not require a CCC, where
the nodes that are transmitting must stop every cycle to listen to warning messages and to
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perform sensing. Still every node has to do sensing periodically. Our work introduces similar
evacuation cooperation without the need for a CCC, and without forcing the transmitting
nodes to do periodic sensing.
2.2 Monitoring and Search Times Optimization Related Work
Sensing time optimization usually introduces a tradeoff between protecting the PU and
enhancing the performance of the CRNs. Since increasing sensing time reduces the quality
of service (QoS) for the CR node, many algorithms have been developed to minimize sensing
time. These algorithms can be categorized into four major classes with four objectives: Firstly,
optimizing Pd and Pf such that the performance of the CR nodes are optimized [4]. Secondly,
reducing inter-sensing time while monitoring [5, 6]. Thirdly, reducing the required monitoring
time [6–8]. Lastly, reducing search time [9, 10,26].
In [4], the total utility of primary and secondary systems is maximized, where the optimal
threshold was found to optimize Pd and Pf . Reference [6] studied the tradeoff between sensing
time and throughput. A parameter to their optimization problem was the sensing time. They
find, for a given sensing time, the optimal value for the detection cycle length so that the
throughput of the CR network is maximized, and the miss detection probability is not greater
than a threshold. Reference [8] explored minimizing monitoring time to improve channel
efficiency. None of the aforementioned algorithms and the ones that will be mentioned later
considered the multi-idle states of the PU.
The work that is the closest to ours is in [7], which studied both optimizing monitoring
and search times. In particular, the optimal sensing times for channel-search and channel-
monitoring were obtained in a way to maximize the average throughput of the CR node
while protecting the PU from harmful interference. Only one channel was considered, and
it derived the optimal sensing time for a channel given the energy detection threshold. The
energy detection threshold, the number of channels, and the false alarm probability were not
considered in minimizing the sensing time. Also, this work does not consider channels with
different characteristics.
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The authors in [26] introduced the multi-band joint detection framework for wide-band
spectrum sensing in a single CR. They jointly optimized a bank of multiple narrow-band
detectors to improve the aggregate opportunistic throughput of a CR system while limiting
the interference to the PU. They formulated the design of wide-band spectrum sensing into
a class of optimization problems. They developed search time optimization problem that
finds the optimal thresholds for the sub-bands in order to collectively maximize the aggregate
opportunistic throughput subject to some interference constraints for each PU. In Chapter
4, we find the required sensing time for each channel and the optimal number of channels to
be sensed. Also, we do sequential sensing instead of wide-band sensing which increases the
granularity control.
Another trend to minimize the search time is by optimizing the order of the channels to be
searched. Kim and Shin [9] introduced a sensing-sequence that sorts channels in descending
order of the probability of being idle. The work in [10] finds a search sequence that helps
finding spectrum opportunities with minimal delay. To achieve its goal, [10] maintains two
channel lists; back-up channel list (BCL) and candidate channel list (CCL). However, they do
not optimize the sensing time per channel.
Some other approaches try to minimize Pf . For example, reference [13] formulated the
problem as minimizing the probability of false alarm under the constraint of probability of
detection. Pf wan not relaxed and a known threshold value was assumed. Reference [27] finds
the achievable minimum probability of false alarm through cooperative sensing, given a target
probability of detection. In our work, we show that relaxing Pf could enhance monitoring and
search time such that the PU is protected. The work in [6] studied how to select monitoring
time which maximizes the achievable throughput of the CR nodes under the constraint that
the PUs are sufficiently protected. They found the sensing time, and for that sensing time,
they found the threshold.
In [5], a large-scale measurement-driven characterization of primary usage in cellular net-
works was conducted. They optimized the inter-sensing time, derived a formula for optimal
inter-sensing time, and showed that large variations in inter-sensing time exist for different PU
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and different detection required probabilities.
2.3 Spectrum Decision and Routing in CRN Related Work
Routing decision in cognitive radio network includes deciding jointly the relay nodes and
the channel to be used at each node. Reference [28] showed that separating these two steps
may result in not finding a path or in degrading the performance. For this reason, most
routing protocols in the literature consider joint selection of relay nodes and the channels at
each hop [28–32].
Also, routing in CRN requires spectrum awareness, where the nodes should have local
knowledge about the available channels at the node. Therefore, routing in CRN requires cross
layer design, where route decision that is done in the network layer should be based on the
channels availability collected by the physical layer through sensing. Work in [28–32] consider
themselves as cross layer routing protocols.
The quality of the route depends on the set of available channels. Routing protocols in
CRN can be classified into full spectrum knowledge and local spectrum knowledge [15]. In
full spectrum knowledge like [33, 34], there is a central entity that has all the information
about all the channels and their availability, thanks to the wireless spectrum databases [16].
These approaches, if solved optimally, should give the optimal results since they build their
routing decisions based on information about all the channels without the need for sensing the
channels. But according to [15], these approaches are not practical.
Local spectrum knowledge approaches assume that each node has some local knowledge
about the available channels built through sensing. For example, [28,30] tried to maximize the
throughput. The authors in [31, 32] tried to minimize end-to-end delay. The authors in [29]
established robust paths in diverse spectrum conditions. However, all of these approaches
assume that each node initially has a set of available channels which are determined by sensing.
None of these approaches considered the sensing overhead. Therefore, there is a disconnect
between sensing and routing. An approach that can be adopted is to use the wireless spectrum
databases [16] in case it is available. But it is not always applicable for all PUs. Another
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method is to use a sensor network that performs sensing [35]. However, as indicated earlier
this requires the deployment of a second network which is costly. Our approach is more dynamic
and more practical and requires less overhead.
Reference [15] considered the above approaches as untrue cross layer protocols. A true
cross layer protocol was defined as a protocol in which the information flows in both directions.
However, the information in such routing protocols flows only in one direction, from the physical
layer to the network layer, where the physical layer informs the network layer which channels
are available. On the other hand, the network layer and the routing protocol do not instruct
the physical layer which channels to sense. Our approach in Chapter 6 tries to close this
gap by introducing a true cross layer routing protocol where the information flows in both
directions. The physical layer tells the network layer about the initial available channels, and
the network layer tells the physical layer which channels to sense and takes the sensing time
into consideration.
From another perspective, routing in cognitive radio networks can be classified according
to the quality objective that the routing protocol tries to optimize. Some protocols like the
protocol in [29] try to maximize route stability. Others try to maximize the throughput [28,30].
Also, end-to-end delay is considered in some other protocols [31, 32]. However, none of these
protocols considered monitoring time overhead. Also, none of them addressed how the initial
set of available channels at each node was generated. Most of these approaches assume that
this set of available channels is formed by sensing, but without considering the overhead.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, we surveyed the work done in the literature on three main topics: first,
in-band sensing. We discussed the problems of periodic in-band sensing approach. Then,
we discussed the strategies proposed in literature to reduce monitoring time like cooperative
sensing and using a sensor network. Second, we presented a survey of work done on minimizing
searching and monitoring times. For search, work done focused on optimizing the sequential
order of channels. In addition, work done on monitoring assumes two states for the PUs (idle
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and busy). Moreover, work that was done on searching and monitoring time optimization
has less degrees of freedom and adds strict constraints on the false alarm probability, which
requires longer sensing time. Finally, routing approaches in CRNs are always assumed to be
cross layer approaches. But, we have presented the reasons which show that these approaches
are not true cross layer.
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CHAPTER 3 A Framework for Cooperative In-Band Sensing
in Cognitive Radio Network
3.1 Overview
Many existing in-band sensing algorithms for CRNs adopted a periodic sensing/transmission
architecture, where all the CR users do periodic sensing. Each periodic detection cycle is di-
vided into two parts: sensing and transmission times. Sensing times are affected by many
factors. In some worse scenarios (e.g., low SNRs), it may take more than half of the channel
idle time for sensing. In this chapter, we propose a new cooperative in-band sensing framework
to increase sensing efficiency and robustness. In our framework, each CR operates in one of
the two modes: Transmission and Sensing. The CRs which have data to send switch to trans-
mission mode, provided that there are enough CR nodes in sensing mode. Therefore, CRs in
transmission mode do not have to do any sensing during transmission, which implies that they
can send for longer times. CRs in sensing mode send warning messages to other nodes in case
they detected the presence of PU. This cooperation (among CRs) is done on the same channel
of transmission without the need for a CCC. Simulation and analytical results show that our
sensing framework achieves higher sensing efficiency than traditional sensing approaches which
require periodic sensing.
3.2 System Model
We assume that the network consists of both PUs and CRs, such that CRs can access
the spectrum licensed to PUs if they do not interfere with them. We also assume that the
CRs possess single transceiver for both signaling and data transmission. Our focus is on one
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primary channel monitoring. When the PU becomes active, it will occupy the channel and all
CRs that use the channel must perform spectrum hand-off and vacate the channel.
CRs are assumed to be aware of the following properties about primary networks:
1. Operating frequency range: CR users are aware of the bandwidth and frequency range
of the primary network.
2. Interference constraint: since CR users are visitors in the licensed bands and the PU can
start anytime without informing the CR users, CRNs do not guarantee interference-free
transmissions. Instead, CRNs exploit the interference constraint, which can be defined
as the maximum tolerable interference delay (TID) that the PU can tolerate. In our
framework, the nodes in sensing mode must inform the nodes in transmission mode
about the re-appearance of the PU within the TID time.
The authors in [19] showed that under cooperative sensing, increasing the number of cooper-
ating nodes increases detection probability up to a point, after which the detection probability
will not be enhanced. We define the minimum number of nodes that are required to achieve
the required detection probability as the sensing limit. To achieve this detection probability,
the nodes must do sensing for a time equal γ ∗ TID, where γ is the fraction of the detection
cycle (TID) required for sensing in order to protect the PU. There are other algorithms that
evaluated γ. Our framework succeeds if the sensing limit is less than the number of cooperating
nodes. When the number of nodes is equal to or less than the sensing limit, the network can
dynamically switch to the periodic sensing scenario.
Our problem can be defined as: given the required sensing fraction of time (γ), the sensing
limit constraint, and the TID, we will develop a cooperative in-band sensing framework such
that it: first, enhances sensing efficiency by increasing the transmission time and the data rate
for the nodes in transmission mode; second, respects the TID by vacating the channel within
TID; and third, achieves the cooperation without the need for a CCC.
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3.3 A Framework for Cooperative In-Band Sensing
In our framework, the nodes work in one of two modes: transmission mode where the nodes
transmit most of the time and do not perform sensing; or sensing mode where the nodes do
sensing most of the time. A CR changes from the sensing mode to the transmission mode when
the application layer has some data to transmit, and goes back to the sensing mode when the
CR finishes data transmission as shown in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Framework for cooperative in-band sensing
3.3.1 Sensing Mode
Nodes in sensing mode conduct feature detection sensing for three reasons: first, it does
not suffer from noise uncertainty that exists in energy detection. Second, it does not require
quiet periods which need synchronization among CRs that use the same channel. Third, it
can determine whether the signal is from a PU or from a CR. Therefore, nodes in transmission
mode can transmit on the same channel that the nodes in sensing mode are sensing it. On the
other hand, the long required sensing time for feature detection (85 times slower than energy
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detection [36]) could be overcome because the nodes in sensing mode do not transmit and can
do relaxed sensing.
The main issue is to guarantee that the time for sensing, using feature detection, plus the
time for sending the warning messages are less than the PU’s TID, so the PU will not be
interfered with for more than TID. We show later how to achieve this requirement.
In this mode, the node continues sensing the channel until a PU re-appears or until it
has data to transmit. In the former case, it broadcasts a number of warning messages to
the network telling them that there is a PU and this channel must be vacated. The warning
messages can be sent on the same channel even though they will interfere with the PU, because
the PU can tolerate interference up to TID time. In the second case, if the number of nodes
in sensing mode is larger than the sensing limit, the node will switch into transmission mode.
Otherwise, it will be blocked and continues in sensing mode until a node in transmission mode
finishes its transmission and switches into sensing mode. Here, we do not consider the details
of how to achieve the sensing limit constraint, but we suggest three approaches:
1. the first approach is that a central node coordinates the switching between the two
modes for all the nodes. This node is elected dynamically according to any election
algorithm [37], and can be changed with time. The coordinator node is assumed to
be in sensing mode. When any sensing node wants to switch into transmission mode,
it broadcasts a message to the network saying that I want to switch into transmission
mode. Coordinator node checks the number of nodes in sensing mode and tells it whether
it can change to transmission mode. In addition, when any node finishes transmission,
it informs the coordinator node. In this case, the coordinator allows another node which
was blocked due to sensing limit constraint, to switch into transmission mode.
2. a second approach could be adopted is clustering where each cluster head coordinates its
own region.
3. a third approach is a random probabilistic approach where the node switches between
the modes with some probability such that the sensing limit constraint is satisfied with
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very high probability.
3.3.2 Transmission Mode
Nodes that have data to transmit switch into transmission mode. These nodes will not
perform any sensing while transmitting where they use the sensing results of the nodes in
sensing mode. Due to hardware constraints, a CR is not able to send and receive (warning
messages) on the same transceiver at the same time. Therefore, it allocates part of the detection
cycle (reception time) for receiving the warning messages from sensing nodes, and the remaining
time for data transmission.
Reception time is much shorter than sensing time because it is less dependent on the factors
which affect the required sensing time (like SNR). The other factor that affects reception time
is TID, which is fixed for the same PU. For example, it is 2 seconds for the TV PU [18]. Nodes
in transmission mode must stop transmission and vacate the channel within TID time.
During transmission, channel bandwidth will be shared among the transmitting nodes. For
example, if the channel data rate is 6 Mbps, the cooperating nodes are 80 nodes, and the
sensing limit is 20 nodes, then 60 nodes can send at the same time each with 100 kbps. This
means that the nodes in transmission mode will be allocated higher data rate because the
share of the nodes in sensing mode is distributed on them.
3.3.3 Cooperation Strategy
Cooperation is required for nodes in sensing mode to tell the nodes in transmission mode
when a PU appears, in order to vacate the channel. We developed a method that introduces
an efficient way for evacuating the used channel when some of the nodes detect the PU’s
appearance. It does not need any knowledge about the topology of the network because the
warning messages will be flooded in the network, nor it needs any synchronization between the
nodes, and can work in distributed manner.
Suppose there are N nodes in the CRN, Nt of them are in transmission mode, and Ns are
in sensing mode. Suppose the largest distance between any two nodes in the network is H
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hops. The longest time needed for channel evacuation is when the furthest node detects the
re-appearance of the PU. Assuming that a sensing node needs ts time to detect the PU. The
last node on this longest path must receive a warning message during the remaining TID-ts
time. Therefore, every CR must periodically stop transmission every tcycle which is given in
Equation (3.1), and listens if there is a warning message or not. It continues listening for time
equals tr seconds, therefore the node can transmit for time: tt = tcycle − tr.
tcycle =
TID ∗ (1− γ)
H
= tt + tr (3.1)
For sending the warning messages, we use a method that is similar to the one used in [25].
When a sensing node detects a PU, it will start sending warning messages of length (Lw) to
the group for a period equals to tcycle. Between every two consecutive warning messages, there
is an idle inter warning messages time of length (Li). Before sending every warning message,
it will send a prefix of length (Lp).
Every node in transmission mode must stop transmission every tcycle for a reception time
(tr). During tr, the node continues waiting for the prefix, if it received the prefix, it will wait
for the warning message. In case it received the warning message, it starts sending the warning
messages for tcycle time, and then vacate the channel. The worst case for tr is when the node
just missed the prefix, where it must wait the next prefix. Therefore, tr is the needed time to
transmit Lr = 2∗Lp+Lw+Li. Figure 3.2 shows these periods. Every node can guarantee that
the neighbors received the warning messages by overhearing their forwarding of the warning
messages.
Figure 3.2: Warning messages transmission
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As we can see, in our sensing framework, there is no need for a CCC since the nodes are able
to communicate warning messages during the reception time (tr), on the same channel, because
during tr, the nodes in transmission mode are listening. Also, our algorithm does not need
any synchronization either between nodes in sensing mode or between nodes in transmission
mode and it is distributed.
3.4 Analytical Study
In this section, we present analytical study on capacity loss, sensing efficiency, and trans-
mission delay. We use the following notations:
• N: number of nodes in the network.
• δ: is the normalized required sensing limit.
• Ns: number of nodes in sensing mode. Ns = δ * N.
• Nt: number of nodes in transmission mode. (Nt) = (1-δ) * N.
• γ: ratio of required sensing to detection cycle.
• H: network diameter in hops
• Lr = 2 ∗ Lp + Lw + Li.
• tr: the nodes in transmission mode must stop periodically every tcycle for tr time to
receive the warning messages. tr equals the time to send Lr bits.
• B: channel data rate.
3.4.1 Capacity Loss Analysis
First, we will show the average capacity loss due to reception/transmission cycle in our
sensing framework. Second, we show the average capacity loss due to sensing/transmission
cycle in traditional sensing algorithms. We normalize the capacity lost every TID seconds.
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Capacity loss in our framework : for the nodes in transmission mode to receive the
warning message on the same channel, it has periodic reception time which is given by the
following equation:
tr =
Lr
B/Nt
=
Lr ∗Nt
B
(3.2)
Therefore, nodes in transmission mode must stop periodically every tcycle for tr time and can
transmit for tt = tcycle − tr.
Therefore, each node in transmission mode wastes time (tOloss) every TID seconds because
it stops transmission in order to wait for a warning message. tOloss is given by the following
equation:
tOloss =
TID
tcycle
∗ tr = H1− γ ∗ tr (3.3)
Table 3.1: Comparison between reception time and sensing time.
B=6Mbps, N=100, TID=1sec, H=10hops, Lr=100bits
traditional Ours Ours
(δ = 0.1) (δ = 0.5)
γ = 0.1 100ms 16.67ms 9.3ms
γ = 0.5 500ms 30ms 16.67ms
Table 3.1 compares the reception time (in our approach) and sensing time (in traditional
systems). This is the time spent by the CR node in reception/sensing per TID. It shows that
the reception time is less dependent on the required detection probability and the required
sensitivity, that are expressed by changing γ.
Since the number of nodes in transmission mode is Nt, and every node is assigned a data
rate B/Nt, then the total capacity lost by all nodes is:
DOloss = t
O
loss ∗
B
Nt
∗Nt = H1− γ ∗ Lr ∗Nt (3.4)
Capacity loss in traditional sensing algorithms: every node must stop every TID sec-
onds to do sensing for ts = γ*TID seconds. Since all the nodes can transmit at the same time,
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where there is no sensing limit, the capacity lost by each node because of sensing/transmission
cycles is D
′T
loss, which is given by the following equation:
D
′T
loss = γ ∗ TID ∗
B
N
(3.5)
Consequently, the total capacity lost from all the nodes (DTloss) in a TID period is given by
the equation:
DTloss = [γ ∗ TID ∗
B
N
] ∗N = γ ∗ TID ∗B (3.6)
Usually sensing efficiency is measured by the ratio of transmission time to the detection
cycle length. Here, we develop a new sensing efficiency measure which is the ratio of transmitted
data to the sum of transmitted plus lost data sizes which is given by equation (3.7).
η =
Dt
Dt +Dloss
(3.7)
Table 3.2 shows a comparison between our sensing framework and the traditional sensing
algorithms for different values of γ. The table shows that the sensing efficiency in our sensing
framework is less affected by the required sensing time and the required sensitivity.
Table 3.2: B=6Mbps, N=100, Sensing limit=50, TID=1sec, H=10hops,
Lr=100bits.
Ours traditional Ours traditional
γ=0.5 γ=0.5 γ=0.1 γ=0.1
Loss size 100Kb 3Mb 55.56Kb 600Kb
Tx Size 5.9Kb 3Mb 5.946Mb 5.4Mb
Sensing Efficiency 0.983 0.50 0.991 0.9
3.4.2 Delay Analysis
Here we will study the delay of packet transmission, supposing that initially every node
has a large amount of data of size Q bits that needs to be transmitted.
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Delay in our sensing framework: the nodes transmit in iterations. The process will
be repeated for J (J = d(1/(1− δ)e) iterations. In iteration i, Ni = min{Nt, N − (i− 1) ∗Nt}
nodes transmit their data. Therefore, the average delay for all the packets is given by the
following equation:
D
′O
avg =
∑J
i=1[((i− 1) ∗ Q∗NtB + Q∗NiB ) ∗Ni]
N
(3.8)
This is in case the nodes transmit continuously without stopping for reception time. But,
the nodes in transmission mode have periodic reception time (tr). Therefore, the actual average
delay is given in the equation:
DOavg = D
′O
avg +
D
′O
avg
(TID ∗ (1− γ))/H − tr ∗ tr (3.9)
Delay in traditional sensing algorithms: in case the nodes transmit continuously with-
out stopping for sensing, the average delay for all the packets in traditional sensing algorithms
is given in the equation:
D
′T
avg =
Q
B/N
(3.10)
But in traditional sensing case, the nodes do sensing periodically. Therefore, the actual
average delay is given in equation (3.11).
DTavg = D
′T
avg +
D
′T
avg
(1− γ) ∗ TID ∗ (γ ∗ TID)
=
D
′T
avg
(1− γ)
(3.11)
Table 3.3 compares the average response time required to send 10 Mb data. The results
show that our sensing framework outperforms traditional sensing algorithms.
3.5 Simulation Results
Our simulation was done on a channel with data rate 6 Mbps. We assumed that the PU has
TID = 1 second. We used warning message length (Lw) = 60 bits, idle enter warning message
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Table 3.3: Average response time for every node to send 10Mb using our
sensing framework and traditional sensing algorithms. TID=1
second, H=10 hops, Lr=100 bits, B=6Mbps, Q=10Mb,
N=100 nodes
γ Ours δ=0.5 Ours δ=0.1 traditional
(sec) (sec) (sec)
γ=0.5 154.24 127.11 333.33
γ=0.1 157.36 126.17 185.18
time (Li)=10 bits, and prefix time (Lp) = 6 bits. These values are similar to the values used
in [25]. We will show the effect of changing warning message size on our work.
We compared our sensing framework with the traditional sensing algorithms that do pe-
riodic sensing. Here, γ represents the ratio of required sensing time to the detection cycle
length. Our sensing framework is less affected by γ. Therefore, during all the following results,
we used γ=0.5 for the results associated with our sensing framework, while it was changed for
traditional systems.
All of the simulations were done on 100 nodes. Simulation time = 500 seconds. Packets
arrive to the network with Poisson distribution with rate λ and assigned to a node randomly.
All the results are the average of 10-20 trials. We assumed multi-hop communications with
largest number of hops is 10 hops.
Figures 3.3.a and 3.3.b compare between our sensing framework and traditional sensing
algorithms. They compare the average response times versus different values of sensing limits,
traffic rates (λ), and average transmitted packet sizes. We assumed a large number of hops
in our framework (10 hops) and low sensing time for traditional sensing algorithms (γ = 0.1)
while γ = 0.5 for our sensing framework. We assumed that the traditional algorithms will not
be affected by the number of hops. These figures show that our sensing framework outperforms
traditional sensing algorithms.
Figure. 3.3.c shows the effect of changing warning message length on the performance of our
sensing framework. During the previous experiments, the reception time was the time to send
82 bits. The Figure shows that the performance of our sensing framework is slightly affected
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by changing the reception time, and it is still better than traditional sensing algorithms, even
with low sensing ratio (γ = 0.1).
3.6 Summary
In this Chapter, we developed a new sensing framework for channel sharing. It enhances
sensing efficiency for CR nodes, by allocating more time to the CRs that have data to send. In
the proposed framework, CRs have two modes of operation: sensing and transmission. Nodes
in sensing mode, do sensing most of the time and they inform other nodes in case they detected
PU appearance. Nodes in transmission mode are transmitting most of the time, and have a
periodic transmission/reception cycle, with the reception time much shorter than the sensing
time. Moreover, the cooperation between nodes in sensing mode and nodes in transmission
mode does not require a CCC. Simulation results show that our sensing framework outperforms
traditional sensing algorithms according to the achieved sensing efficiency.
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(a) Packet sizes=50Kb and hops count=10hops
(b) λ=50 and hops count=10hops
(c) Packet size=60Kb and λ=50
Figure 3.3: comparisons between our sensing framework and traditional
sensing algorithms
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CHAPTER 4 Efficient Spectrum Searching and Monitoring
in Cognitive Radio Network
4.1 Overview
Two objectives of sensing in cognitive radio (CR) are to detect the primary user (PU)
accurately and quickly, which are contradicting objectives. Therefore, many papers try to
optimize this tradeoff and find the minimum sensing time which protects the PU. The trends are
classified in enhancing false alarm probability (Pf ) and detection probability (Pd), optimizing
inter-sensing time, in-band sensing (monitoring) time optimization, and out-of-band sensing
(search) time optimization.
The contribution introduced in this chapter can be summarized in four folds: 1) We intro-
duce a new PU model which models the PU idle time into multiple idle states with certain
lengths and certain probabilities. 2) We use this model to formulate a convex non-linear
optimization, which finds the best sensing time, energy detection threshold, and false alarm
probability of the channel being monitored. 3) We introduce a heuristic solution that tries to
find the best sequential order of channels to be followed during the search such that the search
time is minimized. 4) We formulate a convex non-linear search time optimization formulation.
The formulation finds the best number of channels to sense, the threshold of each channel, the
sensing time of each channel, and Pf of each channel such that the PU is protected, the sensing
time is minimized, and the CR will find an available channel with very high probability.
Our work differs from previous work in: 1) In monitoring, we find the sensing time jointly
with the detection threshold such that the PU is protected and the sensing time is minimized.
We relax false alarm probability by considering the search time as a cost for the false alarm; 2)
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In search, we increase the degrees of freedom where we jointly find sensing time of each channel,
energy detection threshold of each channel, and the number of channels to be sensed; 3) In
both optimizations, we relaxed the false alarm probability. Usually false alarm probability is
required to be small enough. But, we proved that in some cases sensing with higher false alarm
probability requires less sensing time while achieving the required detection probability.
Another difference from existing research is the PU model. Most of the current methods
use only simple partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDPs), where each radio
channel is modeled with two states: Busy and Idle states [6, 9, 12, 14]. Such limited channel
models do not allow the CR node to benefit from the measurements done in the last monitoring
cycles. For example, in monitoring, the CR node has a memory of the last monitoring cycles
and it knows that the channel was idle. But, the POMDP model is memoryless, which means
the probability that the channel is idle/busy in the current cycle is independent from the
decisions in the last cycles. In this chapter, we model the PU idle state into multiple idle
states instead of just one idle state. This allows the CR node to benefit from the previous
sensing decisions done in the last monitoring cycles.
4.2 System Model
The CR node, while transmitting on a channel, should stop transmission periodically to
sense (monitor) the channel. If during monitoring, the channel found to be busy, the CR node
should search the remaining channels until it finds an idle channel. The search part usually
composed of two main steps: first, sorting the channels in a way to minimize the search time;
second, sensing the channels sequentially following the sequential order in the first step. The
sensing time of each channel can be optimized separately such that the PU is protected, or
the sensing time of a set of channels can be optimized jointly. We use the joint optimization
option since it increases the degrees of freedom and gives less search time. Also, we propose a
heuristic approach for sorting the channels. The sorting is iterative based on minimizing the
sensing plus switching time given the current channel.
Typically, the PU is modeled as a renewal process with two states (idle and busy). This
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model is memoryless, which means that if the CR node knows that in the previous monitoring
cycles, the PU was idle or busy, this does not add any information to the current monitoring
cycle. But, if we can model the PU idle/busy states into multiple idle/busy states, each with
specific length and with specific probability which can be found through long term observation,
this will be useful during monitoring and search. The CR node performs monitoring every de-
tection cycle, which means that it has a memory that the PU was idle during the last detection
cycles. Therefore, a PU model with multi-idle states can be beneficial during monitoring. The
multi-busy states can be beneficial during the search because it provides the CR node with
the probability of the channel being busy or idle. But, since the CR does not have memory
about the last detection cycles of the channel, we will not model the busy state into multi-busy
states, i.e., it will be modeled as one busy state.
We use energy detection as the basic detection method. In this method, the energy in the
received waveform over an observation interval (sensing time) is measured [3], and compared
to a threshold value (γ). To detect a weak primary signal on specific channel, one could pose
a binary hypothesis testing as follows:
yj ∼

v(j) Under H0
s(j) + v(j) Under H1
∀j ∈ [1−N ] (4.1)
where H0 represents the absence of the primary signal, i.e., the received baseband complex
signal yj contains only additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), i.e., v(j) ∼ N (0, σ2v), and
H1 represents the presence of the primary signal, i.e., yj consists of a primary signal s(j)
corrupted by v(j). N corresponds to the number of measured samples. Energy detection is a
threshold-based hypothesis test. It means that the energy on a specific channel is measured
and compared to a threshold value similar to the following hypothesis test:
V (y) =
N∑
j=1
y2j
H1
≷
H0
γ (4.2)
where V (y) is the test statistics, N is the number of measured samples which represents the
sensing time, y2j is the energy measured on sample j, and γ is the energy detection threshold.
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V (y) is a random variable whose probability density function is t0(x) under H0 and t1(x)
under H1. According to the central limit theorem, V (y) is asymptotically normally distributed
if N is large enough (N ≥ 20 is practically sufficient). When a CR performs energy detection
of the channel i, for large Ni, and when the signal to noise ratio to the PU on channel i is
SNRi, the false alarm probability, P if , and the detection probability, P
i
d, can be approximated
by the following two equations:
P if (γi, Ni) = Q((
γi
σ2v
− 1)
√
Ni) (4.3)
P id(γi, Ni, SNRi) = Q
[
(
γi
σ2v
− SNRi − 1)
√
Ni
2 ∗ SNRi + 1
]
(4.4)
where:
Q(x) =
1√
2pi
∫ +∞
x
e−τ
2/2dτ (4.5)
is the tail probability of a zero-mean unit-variance Gaussian random variable.
4.3 PU Model
In this chapter, we assume that we have statistical information about the PU through long
term observation. This information could be represented by radio environment maps (REM)
[38–40] through accurate cooperative sensing [41]. Supposing that we are doing monitoring
every τseconds, where τ is fixed and it is PU-dependent (i.e., 2 seconds for TV PU [42]), then
we derive the probability that the PU will stay idle for p ∗ τ seconds (PIp), ∀p ∈ [1, I].
Since in monitoring, the CR node perform monitoring every τ , then it can maintain a
memory of the last monitoring decisions. This memory as we will see later affects the required
monitoring time. We assume that instead of only one idle state of the PU, there are multiple
idle states (I), where the PU behavior model could be represented by Figure 4.1 for the duration
of idle periods. In Figure 4.1, each circle represents how long the PU is going to stay idle in
terms of sensing periods (τ). For example, the circle with caption 2 ∗ τ means that the PU
is going to stay idle for 2 sensing periods with probability PI2, and then becomes busy with
probability 1.
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Figure 4.1: PU Model
Assuming that all probabilities in Figure 4.1 are known, then the expected length of the
idle time of the PU (T¯ I) can be found by the following equation [43]:
T¯ I =
I∑
p=1
p ∗ τ ∗ PIp (4.6)
We are assuming that PIp is variable for different p, which means the PU stays idle for
different lengths with different probabilities. The probability that the CR selects an idle period
of length k monitoring cycles is:
Pˆk =
k ∗ τ ∗ PIk
T¯ I
(4.7)
We assume that the PU has I idle states, and the CR starts using the channel at arbitrary
point in time. Therefore, the CR node does not know for sure in which state it is. The
probability that the CR started monitoring the PU in the jth monitoring cycle given that the
idle time length is k monitoring cycles is 1k , where j ≤ k. Hence, the probability of being in
state p (R(p)) can be given in the equation:
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R(p) =
I∑
k=p
1
k
∗ k ∗ τ ∗ PIk
T¯ I
=
I∑
k=p
1
k
∗ k ∗ τ ∗ PIk
T¯ I
=
∑I
k=p PIk∑I
k=1 i ∗ PIk
=
Pr(PU idle period ≥ p cycles)∑I
k=1 k ∗ PIi
(4.8)
Figure 4.2 is more general than traditional PU model with two states, this is because it has
limited number of idle states, and each of these states can be with certain probability. If all
the idle times are with the same probability, and the number of states are unlimited, then the
probabilities in Figure 4.2 can be derived from the two states model with exponential time.
The multi-idle states are useful in monitoring, where a CR node performs monitoring every
sensing period (τ). Suppose that the CR node detected that the PU was idle in the last p
sensing periods. Let qp be the probability that the PU becomes busy after p sensing periods
given it was idle in the previous p sensing periods, and given that the CR started monitoring
from the first idle period. Using the simplified model in Figure 4.1, qp can be calculated using
the following equation:
PIp =
p−1∏
j=1
(1− qj) ∗ qp (4.9)
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Figure 4.2: Simplified PU model
where q1 = PI1. Therefore, the probability that the PU being idle is dependent on the
time since the CR has started monitoring. For example, in the first monitoring cycle, the
probability to be in state p (PS1(p)) can be given in the equation:
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PS1(p) = R(p− 1) ∗ (1− qp−1) (4.10)
And accordingly the probability of being idle in the first monitoring cycle (Pr(1)(H0)) is:
Pr(1)(H0) =
I∑
p=2
PS1(p)) (4.11)
For the cth monitoring cycle, the probability of being in state p (PSc(p)):
PSc(p) = R(p− c) ∗
p−1∏
j=p−c
(1− qj) (4.12)
And accordingly, the probability of being idle in the cth monitoring cycle (Pr(c)(H0)) is:
Pr(c)(H0) =
I∑
p=c+1
PSc(p) (4.13)
The problems that we address below are as follows: 1) first, given the primary SNR, PIp
∀ p ∈ [1, I], the monitoring cycle that the CR is in, the required detection probability of
the PU (P¯d), and the average search time (Tsearch), we formulate a monitoring time convex
optimization formulation that finds jointly the optimal monitoring time, detection threshold,
and false alarm probability; 2) Second, given the primary SNRu, Pru(H0), P¯d(u) ∀ u ∈ [1,M ],
and which channel the node was using, we heuristically find a sequential order of theM channels
to be followed during the search such that the search time until an available channel is found is
minimized; 3) Third, given the primary SNRi, Pri(H0), P¯d(i) ∀ i ∈ [1,M ], and the best order
of the M channels to be followed when doing search, we develop a convex non-linear search
time optimization formulation that finds the sensing time of each channel, γ, and the best
number of channels to search such that the total search time is minimized, PUs are protected,
and the CR node will find an idle channel with high probability.
4.4 Monitoring Optimization
The goal of in-band sensing (monitoring) is to prevent interfering with the PU. Monitoring
should satisfy two requirements: 1) Detection time should be less than PU tolerable interference
delay (TID). Assuming the CR node is going to sense the channel every τ seconds for time
tm, then transmits for τ − tm if the channel is idle. However, if the channel is found to be
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busy, the CR node will search for an empty channel for an average search time Tsearch seconds.
2) The detection probability from doing sensing (Pd or Pr(H1|H1)) given by Equation (4.4)
should be greater than the given detection probability of the PU (P¯d).
Monitoring a channel has four candidate results:
1. H0|H0 (true positive): detects it idle while it is idle. In this case, the CR node starts
sending on the channel.
2. H0|H1 (false positive or miss detection): detects it idle while it is indeed busy. In this
case, the CR node starts sending, but interfering with the PU.
3. H1|H1 (true negative or detection): detects it busy and it is indeed busy. In this case,
the CR node should vacate the channel, and search for another available channel.
4. H1|H0 (false negative or false alarm): detects it busy while it is indeed idle. In this case,
the CR node vacates the channel, and searches for another available channel.
Note that false positives should be avoided since they result in collisions with PU trans-
mission, and false negatives should also be avoided since they waste available transmission
opportunities by CRs. Algorithm 1 describes a non-linear optimization algorithm that mini-
mizes the monitoring time.
Algorithm 1 : Monitoring in the cth monitoring cycle
1: Min N + Tsearch ∗ (Pr(c)(H0) ∗ Pr(H1|H0) + Pr(c)(H1) ∗ Pr(H1|H1))
2: s.t. Pr(H1|H1) ≥ P¯d
3: tm ≤ τ
In Algorithm 1, the first line is the objective function that we are trying to minimize. It
consists of three parts: 1) monitoring time (N) which will be executed in the current monitoring
cycle; 2) search time (Tsearch) which will be executed in case the channel is idle, but detects it
as busy (false alarm). This will happen with probability Pr(c)(H0)∗Pr(H1|H0), and 3) search
time (Tsearch) which will be executed in case the channel is busy and detect it as busy. This
will happen with probability Pr(c)(H1) ∗ Pr(H1|H1). In fact, Algorithm 1 tries to minimize
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the monitoring time which is the first part (N), but the other two parts are included in the
objective function because they are the cost of doing less monitoring time which increases the
false alarm probability. Without including these two parts in the objective, the monitoring
time can be minimized arbitrarily because there is no constraint on false alarm probability in
Algorithm 1.
The second line in algorithm 1 is a constraint to satisfy the second requirement of monitor-
ing’s requirements previously mentioned. In this constraint, PU detection probability condition
is guaranteed, i.e., Pr(H1|H1) from doing sensing must be greater than or equal to the given
detection probability (P¯d) of the PU. Pr(H1|H1) is given in Equation (4.4). The third line
is that the monitoring time should be less than the detection period. In case when the SNR
is below the SNR wall [44], the monitoring algorithm will not be able to detect the primary
signal.
The decision variables are the monitoring time (N) and the energy detection threshold
(γ) of the channel being monitored. The enhancement in sensing time comes from the model
described in Figures. 4.1 and 4.2, and from relaxing the false alarm probability. The longer the
CR is using the channel, the larger the probability the channel will be busy. Also, the larger
the average search time (Tsearch), the better to do longer monitoring time to achieve less false
alarm probability.
The parameters to this algorithm are: Pr(c)(H0), primary SNR, and average search time
(Tsearch) that will be needed in case the PU found to be active whether it is correct or not.
SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio between the CR node and the monitored PU. Pr(c)(H0) is
calculated using the PU model through Equation (4.13), i.e., if the CR node was using the
channel in the last c − 1 periods, where it sensed the channel in the last c − 1 periods and
found the channel to be idle, then the CR node finds the probability to be idle, Pr(c)(H0) and
to be busy, Pr(c)(H1) = 1− Pr(c)(H0) in the cth monitoring period.
There is a hidden convexity in this optimization under certain conditions. First, this is
a minimization problem, which means that the constraints and the objective function should
be convex for the optimization to be convex. The objective function is a summation of three
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things:
1. The monitoring time (N): it is linear which means it is convex.
2. The parameter (Tsearch) multiplied by the false alarm probability (Pr(H1|H0)): the
false alarm probability is given in Equation (4.3), and it is a Q function which is convex
for values ≤ 0.5. Therefore, This term is convex for false alarm probability less than
0.5, which is typically required to be less than that. Therefore, by adding a constraint
(Pr(H1|H0) ≤ 0.5), this term will be convex.
3. The parameter (Tsearch) multiplied by the detection probability (Pr(H1|H1)). According
to Equation (4.4), and since Algorithm 1 is a minimization algorithm, the objective
function will be minimum when the constraint in line 2 is equal. Therefore, the value
of (Pr(H1|H1)) will be equal to P¯d, which means that this term can be replaced by the
constant Tsearch ∗ P¯d which is convex.
The first constraint is a greater than or equal inequality. For a non-linear constraint to be
convex, it should look like: ”convex non-linear terms ≤ constant”. Also, since the negative of
a concave non-linear term is indeed convex, then the non-linear term should be concave for the
constraint to be convex. The detection probability (Pr(H1|H1)) is given in Equation (4.4).
Again, it is a Q function that is concave for values ≥ 0.5 which is a desired range for detection
probability, where it is typically required to be greater than 0.9. Therefore, the optimization
problem is a convex optimization for P¯d ≥ 0.5 and Pf ≤ 0.5. This convex optimization can be
solved using convex optimization algorithms that have quadratic convergence, such as Newton’s
algorithm and Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP).
4.5 Finding the Sequential Order of the Searched Channels
We mean by search here the process of finding an available channel. In search, the CR
sequentially sense multiple channels until finding an available channel. Minimizing the search
time enhances the QoS of the CRs. This is because the CR does not need to stop transmission
for a long time to find an available channel when a PU appears. Search time minimization
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can be done in two ways: Firstly, by finding the optimal sensing time of each channel to be
searched. Secondly, minimize search time by optimizing the search sequential order of channels.
The search time is composed of two main parts: 1) sensing time of each channel to be
searched, and 2) the switching time that is required in case a channel is sensed and found to
be busy. In this section, we develop a heuristic strategy that finds the sequential order of the
channels to be searched such that the total search time until finding an available channel is
minimized. Initially, the CR is using one of the channels (f0). This channel became busy due
to PU appearance. In the next section, we find the sensing time of each of the channels.
Finding the optimal sequential order requires: 1) taking all the permutations of the chan-
nels, 2) find the search time for each permutation of the channels, and 3) select the permutation
that minimizes the search time. Since there are exponential number of permutations, this solu-
tion is impractical. Therefore, we introduce a heuristic solution that finds the sequential order
iteratively, one channel per iteration.
Suppose that we have M channels, the node is initially on channel f0, and we want to find
the next channels to sense, fs ∀ s ∈ [1,M ], such that fs 6= f0. Factors that affect the sensing
plus switching time (search time) are: SNRs, Prs(H0), and the required detection probability,
P¯d(s) of channel s. During channels sorting and search optimization, the CR node does not
have memory about the searched channels. Therefore, the multi busy/idle states model is not
suitable. Instead, a two states renewal process model that composed of one busy and one idle
state with exponential lengths will be used. Prs(H0) and Prs(H1) for the channel s can be
calculated using that model. Then, to find the next channel that minimizes the sensing plus
switching time, we propose the following optimization formulation:
Algorithm 2 : Finding the best first channel to sense
1: For s=1 up to M
2: Min t(s) = [ts(s) + tsw(f0, fs)] ∗ Prs(H1)
3: s.t. Prs(H1|H1) ≥ P¯d(s)
4: Prs(H1|H0) ≤ δ
5: End For
6: f(1) = f(z) such that t(z) is minimum.
in Algorithm 2, ts(s) is the sensing time of channel s which is the number of samples
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(Ns) divided by the sampling frequency. tsw(f0, fs) is the switching time from f0 to fs which
depends on the two frequencies. We assume in this work that the switching time satisfies the
triangularity and linearity where tsw(f0, fs) = α ∗ |fs − f0|, where α is a technology factor.
The intuitive meaning of this optimization is: find the channel to be sensed such that the
sensing plus switching time is minimized, the PU is protected, and the false alarm probability
is less than small value (δ). We are including the false alarm probability due to the trade-
off between the false alarm and the detection probability. i.e., not considering the Pf , we can
reduce sensing time arbitrarily by manipulating the energy detection threshold while protecting
the PU. Therefore, the small false alarm probability (δ) in fact will not allow the sensing time
to be arbitrarily small. Including Pri(H1) in the objective makes the optimization favors
channels with lower probability of being busy.
This is a non-linear optimization. But, similar to Algorithm 1, this is a convex optimization
for the same reasons. Algorithm 2 finds only the next channel. In the same manner, we can
find the best sequence of channels iteratively. In each iteration, we find the channel that
minimizes the sensing plus switching time among the remaining channels, e.g., in iteration i,
we find among the remaining [f(i)− f(M)] channels, the channel which minimizes the sensing
plus switching time (switching from f(i− 1)). And in the next iteration, the channel f(i+ 1)
that minimizes the sensing plus switching time from f(i) will be found. Algorithm 3 shows
our approach of finding the best sequential order of channels.
Algorithm 3 : Finding the best sequence of channels
1: For i = 1 up to M
2: Min=∞ , MinIndex=-1
3: For s = i up to M
4: Min t(s) = [ts(s) + tsw(f0, fs)] ∗ Prs(H1)
5: s.t. Pr(H1|H1) ≥ P¯d(s)
6: Pr(H1|H0) ≤ 0.1
7: if (t(s) ≤ Min)
8: Min=t(s)
9: MinIndex=s
10: End if
11: End For
12: Temp=f(i)
13: f(i)=f(MinIndex)
14: f(MinIndex)=Temp
15: f0 = f(MinIndex)
16: End For
In iteration i of the outer for loop, a channel that minimizes the sensing + switching time
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will be found. The inner for loop searches the M − i channels to find the channel which
minimizes the sensing plus switching time and makes it the ith channel to be sensed. Lines 4-6
finds the minimum sensing + switching time for each channel given the current channel. Lines
7-10 keep track of the channel that minimizes the sensing + switching time. Lines 12-15 swap
the next channel with the channel that minimizes sensing + switching time.
4.6 Search Optimization
In this section, we consider out-of-band sensing (search) optimization.
4.6.1 Search Definition
Out-of-band sensing (search) target is to find an available channel to use. Search is also
required in case of spectrum hand-off (when the PU re-appears). Therefore, search process
needs to be done very fast in order to enhance the quality of service (QoS) of the CR nodes,
and for their transmissions not to be interrupted for a long time.
During the search, the PU detection probability (Pd) requirement should be satisfied. This
condition is a little bit different from that in monitoring. In monitoring, the CR node monitors
one channel. In search, the CR node looks for an available channel. Therefore, there are
multiple channels with multiple PUs and different detection probabilities to be satisfied.
Similar to the sorting phase, the CR node does not have memory about the last detection
cycles of the channels to be searched. Therefore, the PU model with multi idle/busy states
cannot be used. Instead, the two busy/idle states model with exponential times is used. From
this model, the probabilities of channel i being idle (Pri(H0)) and being busy (Pri(H1)) can
be found.
In the monitoring optimization section, we optimized the monitoring time for one channel.
In the previous section, we showed a heuristic method to find the optimal sequence of channels
which minimizes the search time. Using the sequential order that is generated in the previous
section with the way of optimizing the channel sensing time for each channel separately will
reduce the search time. However, when we consider optimizing multiple channels jointly in
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one optimization formulation, the total sensing time of multiple channels will be less than the
total sensing time when the sensing time of each channel optimized separately. Therefore, in
this section, we derive a way to jointly find: 1) the number of channels to sense, 2) the sensing
time of each channel, 3) the energy detection threshold of each channel, and 4) the false alarm
probability of each channel such that the PUs are protected, the total search time is minimized,
and the CR finds an available channel with high probability.
4.6.2 Optimization
Usually, sensing is done such that the false alarm probability (Pf ) is reduced [13, 27].
However, sometimes sensing more channels with higher Pf will be better than sensing fewer
channels with lower Pf . Algorithm 4 shows channels search-time optimization.
Algorithm 4 : Search Optimization
1: Min
∑K
i=1(ts(i) + F (α, fi, fi−1)) ∗ Pr(sw)
2: s.t. Pri(H1|H1) ≥ P¯d(i) for i ∈ [1,K]
3: 1−∏Ki=1(Pri(H1) + Pri(H0) ∗ Pri(H1|H0)) ≥ ζ
Algorithm 4 is a non-linear programming optimization formulation. The intuition is: if the
CR wants to search only K out of the M channels following the order given in the previous
section, the optimization finds the sensing time of each channel, the energy detection threshold
of each channel, and the false alarm probability of each channel, which minimize the total search
time such that the PUs are protected against interference, and the CR node finds an available
channel with high probability. The first line is the objective function which is the expected
search time, and to be minimized. Line 2 means that the detection probability requirement of
each PU must be satisfied. Line 3, means that the CR node will find an idle channel with a
probability that is at least equals to ζ.
The objective function, which is the expected search time, is composed of the sum of the
sensing time of each channel (ts(i)) which is the number of samples divided by the sampling
frequency, and the switching delay between the channels (F (α, fi, fi−1)) multiplied by the
probability of switching. The switching delay could be zero if multiple narrow-band detectors
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are used [26]. Otherwise, it is a function of three parameters: 1) the previous frequency that
the CR will switch from (fi−1), 2) the current frequency that the CR switched to (fi), and 3)
a technology factor (α). For example, we adopt a linear switching delay function which can be
expressed as α ∗ |fi − fi−1|.
Indeed, α depends on many factors like the energy consumed, the error rate, the SNR,
and the technology that is used. According to [45], the switching time required for frequency
hopping is primarily determined by the design of the phase locked loop (PLL) used in the
frequency synthesizer that generates the channel carrier frequencies. A decrease in switching
time also comes at the expense of an increase in power dissipation. Table 4.1 shows switching
times and the power consumed for switching. Each of these values is for different frequency
steps, e.g., the PLL needs 120 µs for 75 MHz steps [46].
Table 4.1: Relationship between switching time and power consumption
Switching time (µs) Power(mW)
0.009 124
0.15 57.6
20 20
70 11.4
120 4.2
The probability of switching, (Pr(sw)), is given in the following equation:
Pr(sw) = Pri−1(H1) ∗ Pri−1(H1|H1) + Pri−1(H0) ∗ Pri−1(H1|H0) (4.14)
where Pri−1(H1) is the probability that channel i−1 is busy, Pri−1(H0) is the probability
that channel i − 1 is idle, Pri−1(H1|H1) is the probability that channel i − 1 is busy and it
is detected as busy (true detection), and Pri−1(H1|H0) is the probability that channel i − 1
is idle but it is detected as busy (false alarm). This yields the probability of switching to
sense channel i after concluding that the previous channel (i − 1) is busy, either correctly or
mistakenly.
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4.6.3 Solution
Algorithm 4 minimizes total sensing time when the CR node is going to sense K channels.
In order to find K that achieves the minimum sensing time, we evaluate it iteratively. In each
iteration, K will be incremented by 1 and given this K, Algorithm 4 will be solved for total
sensing time and thresholds. We keep on incrementing K from 1 towards M until finding the
minimum total sensing time, i.e., it decreases, and then starts increasing. At that point, K
will be assumed the optimal value.
Some cases are infeasible. For example, if each channel is idle with probability (Pr(H0) =
0.6), then it is infeasible to find an available channel with probability (ζ = 0.9) by searching
only 1 or 2 channels even if the CR node conducted perfect sensing with zero false alarm
probability. To exclude the infeasible cases, we do not start from K = 1, instead, we start
it from a larger value, say J . To find J , we initialize J to 1. After that, we assume that
Pri(H1|H0) = 0 (which means perfect sensing), ∀ i ∈ [1,M ]. Then, we start incrementing J
until the constraint: 1−∏Ji=1(Pri(H1)) ≥ ζ is satisfied. This yields the required value of J .
This search formulation is indeed convex. Lines 1 and 2 are convex for the same reasons
mentioned above about the convexity of lines 1 and 2 in monitoring formulation. To prove the
convexity of line 3, in general the product of two convex functions is not convex. However,
If f and g are convex, both non decreasing (or non increasing), and positive functions on an
interval, then f ∗ g is convex. The proof of this claim follows from Jensen’s inequality. Line
3 is a product of K Q-functions. The Q-function is convex for input values greater than 0.5,
non-increasing and positive function. Therefore, line 3 is convex. Consequently, the search
optimization is convex for P¯d ≥ 0.5 and Pf ≤ 0.5.
To reach the global minimum solution quickly, we use a method to find the initial values of
the decision variables. Since in algorithm 4, in each iteration, values for γi and Ni, ∀i ∈ [1,K]
are found, initial values for Ni are selected, such as 2000. Then, we find the initial values for
γi using the following equation which is obtained by inverting Equation (4.4):
γi =
 Q−1(Pd(i))√
Ni
2∗SNRi+1
+ SNRi + 1
 ∗ σ2v (4.15)
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Using these initial values, and by adding the constraints (P if ≤ 0.5, ∀i ∈ [1,K]), convergence
to the optimal solution is achieved quickly. We used the sequential quadratic programming
(SQP) algorithm [47] for solving this optimization problem which achieves convergence very
fast.
4.6.4 Protocol
Channel search is required in case the CR node wants to find an available channel to
transmit on, or after doing the in-band sensing and finding that the PU became active. First,
the node should use the approach in the previous section to determine the sequential order of
channels to be followed during search given it was using the current channel. Then, Algorithm
4 will be applied. As a result of the optimization, the node determines the best number of
channels (K), sensing time and threshold value of each of the K channels.
The parameters to Algorithm 4 are: 1) Pri(H0), and SNRi ∀ i ∈ [1,M ]. 2) The order in
which channels are searched because searching channels is done sequentially. During search,
the CR node will follow the order in the sequence that was found by Algorithm 3.
One important thing to notice is that this algorithm is a probabilistic algorithm. This
means that after calculating the recommended number of channels to be sensed (K), threshold
values (γi, ∀ i ∈ [1,K]), and sensing time (ts(i) = Ni/sampling frequency, ∀ i ∈ [1,K]), the CR
node will start sensing the channels. It is expected that the node is going to find an available
channel by following the sequence and the recommended values with high probability (ζ). It
may find an available channel by sensing a fewer number of channels. Also, it may sense the
K channels without finding an available channel. In case it did not find an available channel,
the CR node can re-apply the optimization problem on the remaining channels, then continue
sensing the new K channels with the sensing time and threshold values returned by solving the
optimization problem with the new parameters.
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4.7 Results and Analysis
We implemented our optimization formulations using Matlab. Throughout the implemen-
tation phase, we used the values in table 4.2, unless it is explicitly stated otherwise. We used
sequential quadratic programming (SQP) for solving the optimization formulation because it
converges very fast.
Table 4.2: Default parameter values used for obtaining results
Parameter Value
P (H0) 0.6
required detection probability (P¯d) 0.94
primary SNR -16dB
σv 1
ζ 0.95
sampling frequency 6Msps
switching time 120µs = 720 samples
² used in the optimization 10−6
number of channels (M) 25
In order to facilitate a fair comparison to other sensing algorithms who try to minimize the
false alarm probability to values less than 0.1 or less than 0.05, in our optimization formulations
we expanded the acceptable values of false alarm probability. For example, we will compare
our algorithm (referred to by curves with Pf ≤0.5) to the approaches that force the false alarm
probability to be less than 0.1 and less than 0.05. We will see that relaxing the false alarm
probability will reduce required sensing time while protecting the PU.
Non-linear optimization is solved iteratively. It starts from initial values of Ni and γi
∀i ∈ [1,M ], then in each iteration, new values for Ni and γi are found such that the objective
value is closer to the optimal value. This process will be repeated until a stopping criteria is
satisfied (difference between the solution of two consecutive iterations is less than ²).
4.7.1 Search Optimization Results
Using the initial values of: Ni = 5000, and γi according to Equation (4.15) ∀i ∈ [1,M ], we
obtained the optimal results for search optimization on average in 25 iterations which means
fast convergence.
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Figures 4.3.a-b show the effects of changing P¯d and Pr(H0) on the expected required search
time in terms of the total number of samples (N). To calculate the sensing time in seconds, N
should be divided by the sampling frequency (6 Msps). From the figures, it is clear that using
our approach (Pf ≤ 0.5) requires shorter sensing time. The curves referred to by ”Separate
Opt” represent the approach of optimizing the sensing time of each channel separately with
false alarm probability ≤ 0.5, and the PU is protected.
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Figure 4.3: Effects of: a) P¯d, and b) P (H0) on the required search time.
and c) effect of P (H0) on number of channels to sense
Figure 4.3.a shows that by increasing the value of P¯d, the required sensing time is increased.
This is because larger P¯d means that the PU tolerates less interference and the results have to
be more accurate with higher detection probability. More accurate results can be achieved by
sensing for longer time according to Equation (4.4). Figure 4.3.b shows that if the channels
have smaller probability of being idle, then the CR needs to do sensing longer to find an
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available channel with probability (ζ). This is because it is less probable that the channel is
idle, and hence, the CR node has to sense more channels, consequently, longer sensing time.
Moreover, our approach requires less search time than optimizing the sensing time of each
channel separately.
Figure 4.3.c is related to Figure 4.3.b. The figure shows that sensing more channels with
relaxed false alarm probability requires less sensing time than sensing fewer channels with
stricter false alarm probability.
4.7.2 Monitoring Optimization Results
As we mentioned previously, Algorithm 1 is convex. From experiments, and using initial
number of samples (N = 5000), and using initial threshold value calculated according to
Equation (4.15), we obtained the optimal value in 13 iterations on average. In Figure 4.4, we
have drawn the results for average search time = 100000 samples. In this section we show
the effect on the monitoring time of modeling the PU idle time using different distributions,
even if the expected idle period is the same for all distributions. Figure 4.4.a shows the results
for a PU model composed of 100 states, while Figure 4.4.b shows the results for a PU model
composed of 500 states. The probabilities of the length of the idle period which are shown in
Figure 4.1 were therefore found from a Gamma distribution with the parameters K and θ such
that the average is fixed. The pdf of the Gamma distribution is given by:
f(x;K, θ) =
1
θK
1
Γ(K)
xK−1e−
x
θ (4.16)
and its expected value is K · θ. Figure 4.4.a shows the results when the mean is 30, while
Figure 4.4.b shows the results when the mean is 100.
Figure 4.4 shows the optimal monitoring time based on in which monitoring cycle the CR
node is in. As the monitoring cycle number increases, the probability of being idle decreases,
and hence, the monitoring time decreases. This means if the PU is modeled with 100 monitoring
cycles or states, the monitoring time in the first monitoring cycle is more than the monitoring
time in the 50th monitoring cycle because the probability of the channel being idle in the 50th
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Figure 4.4: Effect of in which state the CR node is in, on the required
monitoring time
monitoring cycle is less than that in the first monitoring cycle.
4.7.3 Search Sequence Results
Here, we will compare our approach of sorting the channels with: 1) search the channels
sequentially which does not consider any other properties of the channels like P (H0), SNR, or
required sensing time. In fact, this will be the best in case the switching time is the dominating
factor in search time. 2) the approach that sorts the channels according to the P (H0). This
approach will give priority to the channels that are more probable to be idle. For these two
sorting approaches as well our sorting approach, to find the search time, we used Algorithm 4
given the sequential order of the channels according to each of these three approaches.
In this section, we are conducting the simulation on 51 channels in the ranges of 470MHz to
770 MHz. Each channel is 6MHz wide. Each channel has: 1) random SNR between -10 dB and
-20 dB, 2) random P (H0) between 0.2 and 0.8, and 3) random required detection probability
((¯P )d) between 0.92 and 0.99.
We are considering different switching times that can range from 10µs/1MHz up to
0.1ms/1MHz. Figure 4.5 compares our approach to the other two approaches. It is clear
that our approach is better than the other approaches because our approach considers both
the switching time and the probability of being idle.
Sorting according P (H0) takes the longest time. This is because P (H0) does not take into
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Figure 4.5: Comparison between the three approaches according to
search time for different switching times
consideration sensing time. It takes into consideration the probability of being available which
is handled by the optimization formulation in Algorithm 4.
4.8 Summary
In this chapter we developed a PU multi-idle states model which allows the CR node
to benefit from the last monitoring measurements to calculate the monitoring time for the
current monitoring cycle. Based on this model, convex non-linear optimization formulation
was introduced for monitoring. Monitoring optimization finds the sensing time, the detection
threshold, and the false alarm probability of the channel being used. Search optimization
formulation was also introduced. The formulation has more degrees of freedom than previous
work, it jointly finds: the sensing time of each channel, the energy detection threshold of each
channel, the number of channels to sense, and the false alarm probability of each channel, such
that the total search time is minimized, the PUs are protected, and the CR node finds an
idle channel with very high probability. The optimization considered channels with different
characteristics. Moreover, a heuristic algorithm that sorts the channels in a way to minimize
the search time was introduced.
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CHAPTER 5 Spectrum Decision for Efficient Routing in
Cognitive Radio Networks
5.1 Overview
The cognitive radio (CR) nodes in a cognitive radio network (CRN) do not have license to
use specific spectrum band. Instead, they use the spectrum bands of the licensed primary users
(PU) without interfering with the PU. When the PU becomes active, interfering CRs should
leave to another available spectrum band within the PU’s tolerable interference delay (TID).
Therefore, CRN operates over wide spectrum bands which span many channels. Since each
channel is typically licensed to one PU, this requires that channels be sensed separately. This
adds monitoring overhead, where the CR should monitor (sense) the channel every TID, which
reduces the throughput. For this reason, the node cannot monitor the whole set of channels.
Deciding which set of channels to monitor affect other functions in the CRN like routing.
Work done on routing in literature assumes that each node maintains a set of available channels
which is obtained by sensing. Route setup decision will be made based on the available sets at
all nodes. However, there may be some other available channels that the node is not aware of
their availability which may enhance the routing quality metric. Also, taking into consideration
only the sets of channels available at the CR nodes may preclude finding an end-to-end path.
In this chapter, we propose a spectrum decision framework that is complementary to the
existing routing protocols. This framework is based on two objectives: 1) enhancing the route
quality by sensing a few more channels at some nodes. These channels can enhance the quality
by: reducing the switching time, requiring shorter sensing time, or expected to be available for
longer time; 2) increasing the probability of finding a path by sensing more channels at some
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nodes in case the routing protocol did not find a path.
Simulation results show that the proposed framework can result in enhancement that can
be as high as 100% over the routing protocols that build their decisions based on the available
channels at each node only.
5.2 system Model
The main objective behind this work is to design a spectrum decision framework that will
not only consider the set of available channels at each CR node, but also the other channels
that are not maintained by the CR nodes and may be available. Our objective is to use this
framework to enhance the performance of existing routing protocols, and not to design a new
routing protocol that jointly finds the path and the channel to be used on each hop of the
path.
We assume that each channel is assigned to one PU who has an exclusive right to use it
whenever he wants. If the PU can tolerate interference up to 1 second, then the CR should
sense (monitor) the channel periodically every second. If the CR node is maintaining a set
of channels, the CR node should sense each of these channels periodically. In addition to the
sensing time, the CR node takes some time to switch from one channel to the other. Switching
time depends on the frequency step, e.g., to switch from a channel on central frequency,
f1 MHz, to a channel on central frequency, f2 MHz, the switching time will typically be
α ∗ |f1− f2| [31], where α is the switching time per 1 MHz step, and is technology dependent.
We also assume that there exists a routing algorithm that finds the path and the channel
to be used on each hop. Therefore, the inputs to our framework are: 1) CRN topology, which
consists of the CR nodes and their locations, 2) The outputs of the routing algorithm which
are a path from a source to a destination, and the channels selected on each hop, 3) The set
of all the channels that the CRN can potentially use, and 4) Some statistics about the PUs
activity like the expected active and inactive times, its location, required periodic monitoring
time on each CR node, maximum tolerable interference delay which determines how often the
CRs should sense the channel.
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The output of this framework will be in the form of a set of recommendations to some CRs
to sense some channels in order to enhance the routing quality. The recommendations stem
from the question: given the output of the routing algorithm which is a path and the channels
on that path that are supposed to optimize a specific quality metric, can we enhance the quality
of that path by finding other channels on one or more of the hops? The enhancements could be
because of finding another channel that requires less monitoring time, less switching time, less
access delay, or is being shared between fewer nodes. If the answer to the previous question
was yes, then the CR will compare the expected extra cost with the expected benefits that can
be gained. If the benefit exceeds the cost, the CR will sense the channel. If the channel found
to be available, the CR will start using it. In this chapter, we considered the throughput as
the quality metric. However, the same approach can be applied on any routing quality metric.
We assume that all channels have the same bandwidth. We also assume that the activities
of the PU on channel k can be represented by a birth/death process as in Figure 5.1, with
birth rate (becoming busy), β, and death rate (becoming idle), λ, then the expected time for
channel k to be idle within a cycle of activity is (Ek(H0) = 1β ). Moreover, probability for the
PU’s channel to be available, Pr(H0) = λλ+β , and probability to be busy, Pr(H1) = βλ+β .
Figure 5.1: PU activity model
5.3 Enhancing Throughput
In this section, we assume that there exists a routing algorithm that finds a path which
maximizes the throughput given the sets of sensed channels in the CRN, and the switching
times. Therefore, the output of this routing algorithm which forms the input to our framework
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is a multi-hop path with the channel to be used on each of these hops. Suppose that the cycle
length is tc ms, switching time is α ms/1 MHz, and the channel sensing time for channel i by
node j is STj(i) ms.
We normalize all of our calculations to the cycle length. Since we assume that all channels
have the same bandwidth, then the throughput can be measured by the transmission time,
which is equal to:
Transmission time = cycle length - cycle wasted time (5.1)
Therefore, throughout this section we enhance the throughput by increasing the transmis-
sion time per cycle. The wasted time is the time due to channel sensing, switching between
channels, switching between multi routes, and due to access and sharing a channel.
If a path is composed of multiple intermediate nodes, node (ni) has the highest wasted
time = twi ms/cycle, and (nj) has the next highest wasted time = twj ms/cycle. Then, during
each cycle, the destination will not receive for more than tc − twi ms. Therefore, if we decide
to maximize the throughput, we should find a way to reduce the wasted time at node i. Also,
the upper limit of enhancement is to reduce the wasted time at ni down to (twj). Therefore, if
by finding another channel on node i which reduces the wasted time to ( ˆtwi < twj), the benefit
will be upper limited by twj , which means the benefit will be twi − twj . Whereas if ˆtwi > twj ,
the benefit will be twi − ˆtwi.
We will discuss the enhancements from applying the proposed framework to multiple cases
(Figure 5.2). These cases are not exhaustive, but many other cases can be only simple extension
to these. Throughout all the following cases, we will explain the bottleneck with respect to
node c, such that it encounters the maximum delay which reduces the transmission time left.
Note that neither node d needs be the destination nor node a needs be the source. We are
showing only part of the path. Throughout all the cases, we are using some dummy numbers
just for the purpose of explanation. The input column shows the result of applying the existing
routing protocol which maximizes throughput. The next column shows the result of applying
our framework. The last column briefly states the cause of the bottleneck. For example, in
the fourth case, using same channel decreases the throughput. Therefore, in the third column,
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node c chooses to sense another channel and will use it if it is available on both nodes c and d.
5.3.1 Single Path Enhancement Examples
In this section, we will discuss the cases when there is only one path that is node and
channel disjoint with all other paths.
Case 1: Suppose that the output from the routing algorithm is as shown in Figure 5.2
Case 1 in the input column. Suppose that node d did not sense channel 1 before making
the routing decision such that node d built its routing decision based on the list that it was
maintaining, and channel 1 was not among that list. According to the figure, nodes a, b, and c
are maintaining channel 1. Therefore, they should sense it periodically. Also, nodes c and d are
maintaining channel 5 where they sense it periodically. Since node c is maintaining channels
1 and 5 while node d is maintaining channel 5 only, then it should sense these two channels
every cycle, and switch between the channels every cycle, as shown in Figure 5.3.
Our framework recommends enhancement to this routing decision by looking at the bot-
tleneck node, which is node c. This is because node d cannot use channel 1 because it is not
within its list of available channels. Therefore, node c needs to switch between channels 1 and
5. Node d can use the idle time during node c switching time, to sense channel 1. According
to Figure 5.3, the idle time at d for this case can be given by the equation:
IdleT imed = STc(1) + SW (1, 5) + STc(5)− STd(5) (5.2)
Assuming symmetric switching, i.e., SW (1, 5) = SW (5, 1), the time overhead for sensing
channel 1 by node d is given by the equation:
SensingOverheadd = SW (5, 1) + STd(1) + SW (1, 5)
= 2 ∗ SW (1, 5) + STd(1)
(5.3)
Then, the cost (Cd) that node d pays is 0 if the sensing overhead is less than the idle time.
Otherwise, it is given by the equation:
Cd = SensingOverheadd − IdleT imed
= SW (1, 5) + STd(1)− STc(1)− STc(5) + STd(5)
(5.4)
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Then, the expected cost (C¯1) is:
C¯1 =
zero if IdleT imed ≥ SensingOverheaddCd otherwise (5.5)
where Cd is given in equation (5.4). On the other hand, the gain per cycle (G) that can
be achieved by adding channel 1 to the list of channels maintained by node d is given by the
following equation:
G = Old wasted time - new wasted time
= STc(1) + SW (1, 5) + STc(5)−max{STc(1), STd(1)}
(5.6)
Suppose that the probability of channel 1 being available at node d is (Pr1d(H0)) and being
busy is (Pr1d(H1)). Then, the expected gain (G¯1) from sensing channel 1 at node d is given by
the following:
G¯1 = (gain per cycle) * (expected #of idle cycles) * Pr(idle)
= G ∗ E1(H0)
tc
∗ Pr1d(H0)
(5.7)
In case node d has sensed channel 1 and knows for sure that it is busy (Pr1d(H0) = 0)),
then according to Equation (5.7), the benefit will be zero. Therefore, if the cost is larger than
zero, it is useless to sense channel 1 at node d. In other words, by comparing the expected
cost (5.5) to the expected gain (5.7), we can estimate whether it is cost effective to sense
channel 1 at node d or not. Note that in this case we are assuming that node c can send to
node d on channel 1 and at the same time node a can send to node b on channel 1. This can
happen by using different codes in code division multiple access techniques, or by controlling
the transmission power if it is possible. In Case 4, we will show the scenario when it is not
possible to simultaneously use the same channel for communication.
Case 2: This case happens when the sensing time of channel 3 at node c (STc(3)) takes
long time such that SW (1, 3)+STc(3) > SW (1, 5)+STc(5). The benefit that could be gained
from this case is less than Case 1. This may happen if node c is away from the PU that owns
channel 3, or because the SNR to the PU is very low, which requires longer sensing time to
achieve the required PU detection probability requirement.
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Using derivations similar to those in case 1, we derived the final equations for this case. Due
to space limitations and since they are similar to those above, we do not show the derivation
steps. In this case, the extra cost at node c is the overhead of switching from channel 3 to
channel 5, sensing channel 5, and switching back to channel 3. Therefore, the expected cost
(C¯2) can be given by the following equation:
C¯2 = 2 ∗ SW (3, 5) + STc(5) (5.8)
And the expected gain (G¯2) is:
G¯2 = [STc(1) + SW (1, 3) + STc(3)−
{STc(1) + SW (1, 5) + STc(5)}] ∗ E5(H0)
tc
∗ Pr5c(H0)
= [SW (1, 3) + STc(3)− {SW (1, 5) + STc(5)}]∗
E5(H0)
tc
∗ Pr5c(H0)
(5.9)
If the expected gain calculated by (5.9) is less than zero, this means that using channel 5
will be more expensive than using channel 3, because the sensing plus switching time is larger
for channel 5. Moreover, if it is positive, but smaller than the expected cost calculated by
(5.8), then it is not beneficial to sense channel 5. However, if it is positive and greater than
the expected cost, then node c can sense channel 5. Node d is required to sense channel 5 also.
But, we are assuming without loss of generality that the bottleneck is at node c. Therefore,
node d can sense channel 5 while node c is sensing channel 5, which means no extra overhead.
Case 3: This case is beneficial in case the switching time is the dominating factor. e.g., in
Figure 5.2 Case 3, since node c is required to switch from channel 1 to channel 10 every cycle.
If c can find another channel that minimizes the switching plus sensing time like channel 2
in the figure, this will reduce the wasted time. Since we are assuming linear switching time
(α∗|f1−f2|), and since node c is required to switch from channel 1 to channel 10, then there is
no extra cost for switching because SW (1, 10) = SW (1, 2) + SW (2, 10), otherwise, we should
consider the extra switching time. Hence, the expected cost can be given by the equation:
C¯3 = STc(2) (5.10)
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And the expected gain (G¯3) is:
G¯3 = [STc(1) + SW (1, 10) + STc(10)−
{STc(1) + SW (1, 2) + STc(2)}] ∗ E2(H0)
tc
∗ Pr2c(H0)
= [SW (1, 10) + STc(10)− {SW (1, 2) + STc(2)}]∗
E2(H0)
tc
∗ Pr2c(H0)
(5.11)
Case 4: Under some cases, there are benefits due to switching to other channels and not
using the same channel on multiple consecutive hops even if it is available. For example, in
Figure 5.2 Case 4, channel 1 is used for the shown three hops. But, if the used channel-sharing
method prevents nodes a and c from simultaneously sending on the same channel because
node b will not be able to receive data from a when c is transmitting to d. Figure 5.4 shows
the time lines for nodes c and d. The figure shows that one third of the time the node is
idle because node d cannot send on channel 1 when c is receiving on the same channel. The
sensing in this case can be done during the idle time. Moreover, during the idle time, node
c can sense some other channels, e.g., channel 5 in Figure 5.2. And the cost will be zero if
(STc(5) + 2 ∗ SW (1, 5)) ≤ (13 ∗ tc − STc(1)), which is most probably the case. Otherwise, the
expected cost will be:
C¯4 = STc(5) + 2 ∗ SW (1, 5)− {1
3
∗ tc − STc(1)} (5.12)
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Node d
Rx(1) Tx(1)
Tx(1)Rx(1)
Rx(1)Tx(1)
Tx(1)
Idle Idle
Idle Idle
Cycle # i Cycle # i+1
Cycle # i+2
Figure 5.4: Time line for nodes c and d in Case 4
If node c found a channel other than channel 1 to be used between c and d, the time lines
for them will be very similar to the time lines in Figure 5.3. Therefore, the expected gain
behind using another channel like channel 5 between nodes c and d will be considerable which
can be calculated by the following equation:
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G¯4 = [
1
3
∗ tc − {STc(1) + SW (1, 5) + STc(5)}] ∗ E5(H0)
tc
∗ Pr5d(H0) (5.13)
The same method can also be applied between nodes a and b by sensing another channel
in order to use it.
5.3.2 Multi-Path Enhancement
In this sub-section, there will be another factor that may affect the throughput of the
selected route which is the co-existence of another route that either intersects with the path
under study by having a common node, or there is no common node, but there is a channel
that is if used on the two routes at the same time, interference happens. Therefore, the two
routes alternate on that channel or on that node, which considerably reduces throughput.
Case 5: In this case, as Figure 5.2 Case 5 shows, suppose that there exists a node, e that
is an intermediate node on another path, and this node is very close to another node (c). Both
nodes use channel 5 for transmission. Since they are close to each other, they cannot transmit
at the same time on channel 5 due to interference. Therefore, nodes d and e should alternate
on channel 5. The time lines for node c will be very similar to the one in Figure 5.4. Due
to space limits, we are not showing it. Therefore, one third of the time, node c is idle, and
during this idle time, the node can do the sensing for the channels it maintains. Two possible
enhancements are shown in Cases 5.A and 5.B in the output column. We will focus here on
Case 5.A because we are studying that input route. Therefore, node c will look for another
channel (e.g., channel 8 in Figure 5.2) to be used instead of channel 5. If it is found to be idle,
the time line for node c will look like the one in Figure 5.3.
If the time required to sense channel 8 is less than the idle time, it will sense it and the
cost will be zero. Otherwise, the cost will be equal to:
C¯5 = 2 ∗ SW (5, 8) + ST (8)− {1
3
∗ tc−
(STc(1) + SW (1, 5) + STc(5))}
(5.14)
While the gain is given in the following equation:
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G¯5 = [
1
3
∗ tc − {STc(1) + SW (1, 8) + STc(8)}] ∗ E8(H0)
tc
∗ Pr8c(H0) (5.15)
Note that we did not subtract the sensing time before the enhancement from the first part
because node c was idle for 13 of the cycle where it can sense the channels any time within that
time.
Case 6: In this case, node c is the bottleneck because it is an intermediate on two routes,
which means it will alternate between the two routes, where it will forward the data of the
given route half of the time, and forward the data of the other route for the remaining time
as Figure 5.5 shows. The dashed rectangles are for the other route. The sw rectangles are
switching between channels 1 and 5. The sensing times are one for channel 1 and the other
for channel 5. Two enhancements could be done as shown in the two cases 6.A and 6.B in the
output column of Figure 5.2. We will explain Case 6.A. Case 6.B will be exactly the same.
The main enhancement in Case 6.A is by finding another intermediate node other than node
c to forward the data on one of the two routes. This case is different from the previous cases
in that it includes finding another node, not just finding another channel.
Rx(1)
Node c
Rx(1)
Tx(5) Tx(5)STST SW
SW
One cycle
Figure 5.5: Time line for node c in Case 6
This could be initiated by node c sending a message to its neighbors telling them if any
of them is physically reachable by nodes b and d, even if there is no common channel known
to be available. Suppose node e was found with channel 1 available. Then, we can ask nodes
e and d to find a common channel to be used for routing data in this route. Suppose that
they are interested in channel 8. Then, the cost will be zero if [2 ∗ SW (5, 8) + STd(8)] ≤
0.5 ∗ (tc + {STc(1) + SW (1, 5) + STc(5)}). Otherwise, the cost will be given by the following
equation:
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C¯6 = {2 ∗ SW (5, 8) + STd(8)}−
{0.5 ∗ (tc + {STc(1) + SW (1, 5) + STc(5)})}
(5.16)
And the expected gain from this enhancement is:
G¯6 = 0.5 ∗ (tc + STc(1) + 2 ∗ sw(1, 5) + STc(5))
− (STc(1) + 2 ∗ sw(1, 8) + STc(8))
∗ E8(H0)
tc
∗ Pr8e(H0)
(5.17)
5.3.3 Protocol
In this sub section, we will introduce a protocol for determining how many channels to sense,
which channels to be selected for sensing and when to do the sensing. Case 1 is straight forward,
since node d knows that the enhancement can be achieved by looking for the availability of
channel 1. Therefore, node d can start sensing channel 1 during the idle time if the expected
gain is larger than the expected cost. To find the expected cost and gain, we use the previous
derived equation in the previous section.
Regarding the other cases, there are many options for node c to choose from. Therefore, it
needs to know what the best channel is to start with. Algorithm 5 shows the general scenario
to follow. The idea will be done by sorting the channels descending according to the (payoff
= Expected gain - Expected cost).
To find the ith channel to sense, we want to find the channel with the highest payoff among
the remaining (M− i−1) channels. The node loops over all the potential (M− i−1) channels.
In iteration (j) of the loop, the node first, calculates the gain from using that channel (line 5).
Second, it will calculate the cost of inspecting that channel which is the cost of inspecting all
the previous (i− 1) channels (line 15) plus inspecting the (ith) channel. The cost of inspecting
the (ith) channel includes the switching time from the previous channel (f0) to the iterated
(jth) channel (line 6). Initially, the current channel is the channel that node c is using for
transmission. The first channel to be sensed is the one with the maximum payoff (lines 20-23).
Then, the node assumes that the previous channel (f0) is the channel that maximizes the
payoff for the current outer loop iteration (Line 23).
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The cost will be zero when the idle time is larger than the cost. In cases 2 and 3, the idle
time will most probably be smaller than that in Cases 4, 5, and 6. If the maximum payoff was
not negative, the node will subtract the cost (which is the sensing plus switching times) from
the idle time (line 24).
This procedure will be repeated until the node will not be able to find a channel with positive
payoff (lines 17-19). Then, number of channels to sense is known (NumberOfChToSense)
and the order of the channels the node should follow during sensing is also known (f). If the
maximum payoff is negative, the node should not sense any channel (NumberOfChToSense =
0), which means there is no possible enhancement to the current situation.
Algorithm 5 : Protocol
1: NumberOfChToSense← 0
2: for i=1:M do
3: MaxPayoff ← -1 , MaxIndex← -1
4: for j=i:M do
5: G← Gain(j)
6: C ← TotalCost(i− 1) + Cost(j, f0)
7: P ← G− C //P is the payoff which is the objective
8: if (P ≥MaxPayoff) then
9: MaxPayoff ← P
10: MaxIndex← j
11: end if
12: end for
13: if (MaxPayoff ≥ 0) then
14: NumberOfChToSense++
15: TotalCost(i)← TotalCost(i− 1) + Cost(f(MaxIndex), f0)
16: TotalGain(i)← Gain(i)
17: else
18: return NumberOfChToSense, f //these are the outputs
19: end if
20: Temp← f(x)
21: f(x)← f(MaxIndex)
22: f(MaxIndex)← Temp
23: f0 ← f(MaxIndex)
24: IdleT ime← IdleT ime− C
25: end for
5.4 Enhance Routing Setup
Since connectivity in CRN is weaker than other networks and frequently changes because
it depends on PU behavior, sometimes if a source (s) wants to setup a path to a destination
(d), there will be no path. The reason is that on one or more of the hops, there is no common
available channel at both nodes at the two ends of that hop. Nevertheless, there may exist
a channel that is available, but the nodes are not aware of its availability because they did
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not sense it. Existing routing protocols will not be able to find the path. However, it is not
reasonable to sense all the channels on all the nodes each time there is a need for a route setup,
or there is a discontinuity due to PU reappearance. Therefore, we want to know which nodes
are better to sense which channels, and when.
Again, we are not designing a new routing protocol. In case the used routing protocol did
not find a path from the source to the destination, we will use our framework to find a path
which is supposed to increase the probability of finding a path by increasing the number of
channels to be checked at some of the nodes.
A common control channel (CCC) is used to flood the route request packet (RRQP) from
the source to the destination. Each intermediate node modifies the value of the quality metric
(which is defined below). If the intermediate node does not share an available channel with
the upstream node, it only increments the number of discontinuities by one and forwards the
RRQP to its neighbors through the CCC again.
The destination will receive multiple RRQPs, each contains a two dimensional metric: 1)
the quality value and 2) the number of discontinuities value. After that, and depending on
the target, the destination node decides to choose: 1) the path with minimum additional
setup time (could be the one with the minimum number of discontinuities), 2) the best quality
metric value, or 3) a path that achieves best quality metric value such that the number of
discontinuities is less than a given constant. In this chapter we will handle the first one. The
other two types may be done as a future work.
The quality metric value could be the end-to-end delay, where each intermediate node
decides the value of the delay the packet will encounter at the node, add it to the end-to-end
delay value in the RRQP, and rebroadcast the RRQP. The node will not re-broadcast the
same RRQP again to prevent cycles, except if it has better quality value and/or less number
of discontinuities. If the quality metric is throughput, then each node can decide whether it is
the bottleneck node or not. In case it is the bottleneck node, then it will modify the RRQP
quality value to its throughput. Otherwise, it will not modify it. Then, re-broadcast it.
To estimate the time to find a common channel on one of the hops between two nodes, say
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x and y, each node initially has a set of available channels. For channel i, that is within the
set of available channels at x, but not within the set of available channels at y, the probability
to be available at both x and y will be 1 − Pr(not available at y given it is available at
x) = 1−Pr(H1 at y|H0 at x). Same thing for any channel within the set of available channels
at y, but is not within the set of available channels at x, the probability to be available at x
and y = 1− Pr(H1 at x|H0 at y).
On the other hand, for any other channel that is not in the available set of channels neither
at x, nor at y, the probability to be available at x and y equals:
Pr(H0 at x & H0 at y) = Pr(H0 at x|H0 at y) ∗ Pr(H0 at y)
= Pr(H0 at y|H0 at x) ∗ Pr(H0 at x)
(5.18)
The conditional probabilities: Pr(H1 at x|H0 at y), Pr(H1 at y|H0 at x), Pr(H0 at
x|H0 at y), and Pr(H0 at y and H0 at y), can be calculated from the channel model. For
example, [48] models the power received by a CR node by a log-normal random variable.
Another approach that can be used is the spectrum cartography maps [49].
If we have multiple discontinuities on one path, then the extra time needed to set up
the end-to-end path equals the time consumed at one of the intermediate nodes such that it
needs the longest time to find a common available channel with the upstream node and/or the
downstream node.
To estimate the minimum time required to find a channel to be available on one hop between
two nodes (say x and y), we can follow a way similar to the one in Algorithm 5, but taking
into consideration only the cost. We find the cost which is the channel’s sensing time plus the
switching time from the current channel, multiply the cost by (1- probability of channel to be
available at both nodes) to find the expected cost. In each round of the outer loop, we find a
channel with the minimum expected cost, and assume it as the current channel, and find the
next channel and so on.
To estimate the time, we now know: 1) the order of channels to be followed during search
from the previous step, 2) the probability for the channel to be available and 3) the sensing
time for each channel. We can calculate the time until finding an available channel with high
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probability (e.g., ≥ 0.95) which is a geometric distribution.
Each node may find a different sequential order. But, the two nodes should follow the same
sequential order during sensing. The two nodes will exchange their sensing decisions on the
CCC such that if node x finished sensing channel i first, and found it to be busy, it tells y that
it is busy and do not continue sensing. In this case the search time will be minimized because
we are taking the minimum sensing time at each node plus some extra communication time
overhead.
5.5 Simulation Results
We conducted our simulation using Matlab. In the simulation, we studied how the through-
put will be affected by the sensing time and the switching time. Switching time is represented
by the switching factor (α) which is the time in ms required per 1 MHz frequency step. When
a channel in use becomes busy, the CR searches for another available channel. We did not
consider the search time because it is out of the scope of this chapter and it will not affect
the results. For the six cases in Figure 5.2, we will show the improvement percentage over the
traditional protocols, which refers to the protocols that do not consider sensing other channels.
For example, in traditional protocols, if a node maintains a set of 4 channels, then during route
setup, the route decision at that node will be made based on these four channels without sens-
ing more channels. However, in our framework, some nodes will consider sensing some other
channels that are not within their sets of available channels.
Throughout the simulation, we assumed that the potential number of channels that the CR
can work on is 100 channels, and we simulated the operation for 1000 seconds. The cycle length
is taken as 1 second, the CR node should sense each channel it maintains every cycle. Channel
bandwidth is 6 MHz. λ and β in Figure 5.1 for each PU are selected randomly between 0.01
and 0.1. In the first five cases, we only considered the node that has the bottleneck and the
downstream node which are similar to nodes c and d in Figure 5.2, respectively. Since we are
studying the throughput, they are enough if we assumed that the bottleneck is at node c. In
the sixth case, we considered the three nodes b, c, and d.
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To measure the improvement of Case 1, initially, node c will receive on any channel found
to be available at c, and will send on any channel found to be available at c and d. In the
traditional protocols, they will keep sending on that channel until one of the channels becomes
busy. However, in our protocol, node d will check the channel that node c receives on: if it
is found to be available, nodes c and d will start using that channel for their communication,
otherwise, they will keep on using the same channels. When the channel found to be available,
nodes c and d will keep communicating on that channel until it becomes busy. At that point,
the two nodes will switch to two new random channels out of those available.
Figures 5.6.a− b show the effect of sensing time and α on the percentage of improvement
over traditional routing protocols in the first case. As α increases, the improvement increases.
This is because in case the channel found to be idle at d, nodes c and d will start using it
for their communication, and the switching overhead at node c will be zero. For traditional
protocols, the overhead increases and the throughput decreases as α increases. Therefore, the
improvement increases. The enhancement also increases with increasing the sensing time. This
is because in case the channel that c receives on is found to be available also at d, node c will
not need to sense two channels every cycle. Instead, it will sense one channel which reduces
sensing time and increases the throughput.
The second case improvement happens when node c switches between two channels, and
the node can find another channel that requires a shorter sensing time. On the other hand,
case 3 happens when node c switches between two channels and the switching time takes long
time. Therefore, for Case 2, we selected the sensing time for each channel randomly between
1 and 100 ms for nodes c and d, which is a large range in order for some channels to have
longer sensing time than others. For case 3, we considered small sensing times compared to
switching time. As shown in Figure 5.6.b, the improvement is more in case the switching time
is increased because our framework will try to find a channel that reduces switching time. For
these two cases, searching time that is needed in our framework to find a better channel is
considered as cost, and it is included in the results. When the channel that either node c
receives on or it uses to send to d becomes busy, they will switch to a channel randomly. After
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that in our framework, node c will try to find a channel that reduces the sensing time (Case
2) or a channel that reduces the switching time (Case 3).
Figure 5.6.a shows a small improvement in the second case (up to 2%). This is because the
sensing time range is small (between 1 and 100 ms each cycle) compared to the transmission
time (1 second cycle).
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Figure 5.6: Simulation results
In cases 4 and 5, node c is idle for one third of the time. During this idle time, it can perform
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sensing. Therefore, in traditional routing protocols, increasing the sensing or switching times
will not affect the throughput as long as the sensing plus switching times are less than the
idle time (one third of the time). But, in our framework, if the node switched to another
channel such that it will not be idle one third of the time, increasing sensing or switching time
will reduce the throughput because they reduce the transmission time. This explains why the
improvement is decreasing with increasing the switching or the sensing time as Figures 5.6. c
and d show. The same thing for the sixth case, but with bigger enhancement. In Case 6, node
c is wasting half the time for routing data of the other path. Therefore, if it can find another
node to route the data, the throughput will be doubled. For this reason the improvement
is close to 100%. In Figure 5.6.d, the sensing time at each node for each channel is selected
randomly between 10 and 50 ms.
Enhancing route setup results: To see the effect of our proposed framework on this
metric, we deployed 52 and 102 nodes in an area of size 1000m x 1000m. The source node is
located at (0,0) and the destination node is located at (1000,1000). The other nodes are at
random locations. The total number of channels that the nodes can select from is 20. Each
CR node maintains a set of channels which range from 1 up to 8, as Figure 5.6.e shows. These
channels are selected by each node randomly out of the 20 channels. To find whether there
is a path from the given source to the given destination, we modeled the CRN as a graph.
The vertices are the CR nodes, and edge between any two nodes exists if they are within the
transmission range of each other and they share a common channel. To find a path, we use
the breadth first search approach from the source to the destination.
Figure 5.6.e shows that by increasing the transmission range of the CR node, or by in-
creasing the number of channels the CR node maintains, the probability of finding a path will
increase. Also, by increasing the number of nodes in the network, the probability of finding a
path increases. In the figure, ”400m, n=100” means that the transmission range of the node
is 400m and the number of nodes in the network, other than the source and the destination,
is 100 node.
Figure 5.6.f shows the expected time required to setup a path. This time is the extra time
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required to find common channel between the two nodes that are the two ends of each hop
which have no common channel. In all the results, the setup time was less than a second.
As the number of discontinuities increases, the setup time increases because we are choosing
the maximum time to find a common channel on each hop. We are also showing the setup
time for 4 discontinuities with one and two joint discontinuities. We mean by joint is that one
of the nodes has no common channel with both upstream and downstream nodes. This does
not make a big difference, because in many cases when a node finds a common channel with
its upstream node, the same channel will be also available on the downstream node. For this
reason, the curve of 4 discontinuities with zero joint and the curve of 4 discontinuities with
one joint cross each other multiple times. In this figure, we conducted the simulation on 100
channels. Sensing time of each channel on each node is selected randomly between 1 and 100
ms.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, we introduced a spectrum decision framework that enhances existing rout-
ing protocols. In some cases, the achieved enhancement was as high as 100%. Also, existing
routing protocols may not be able to find a path from the source to the destination because
there may be no common available channel on one or more hops. The proposed framework was
able to find a path with a short extra setup time. The framework concept can be summarized
in allowing the CR node to inspect more channels by sensing them. Route quality enhancement
stems from finding a channel which requires less sensing time, less switching time, a channel
that is shared by less number of nodes, or a channel at one node that will not interfere with
other paths. Moreover, another enhancement results when the framework finds another node
instead of a node that is intermediate on another path. The framework decides which channels
to be sensed, on which nodes, and when it is efficient to sense them, taking into consideration
the sensing time, channels switching time, PU expected available time, and the probability of
the channel being idle.
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CHAPTER 6 A Cross-Layer Routing Protocol (CLRP) in
Cognitive Radio Network
6.1 Overview
Routing in cognitive radio networks (CRNs) necessitates a cross-layering approach because
routing is based on the information gathered by the sensing which is performed at the physical
layer. However, CRN routing protocols proposed in the literature are not truly cross-layer,
because the information flow is only from physical layer to network layer, and the monitoring
time overhead of the channels, which is required to prevent interference with the PU, is not
considered by such protocols. Also, existing routing protocols do not provide the physical
layer with information about which channels to sense, which can enhance the routing quality.
For example, some channels may be available, and can be used to enhance route quality, but
the nodes may not be aware of their availability because they do not sense these channels
periodically.
In this work, we introduce a cross-layer routing protocol (CLRP), which considers both the
channels that are known to be available at each node, as well as other channels that may be
available. The latter channels can be considered using a probabilistic approach. CLRP finds
an end to end path, while taking into account the monitoring time, and feeds the physical
layer with information about which channels to sense and which nodes should perform the
sensing, such that the route quality is enhanced. Using CLRP, we discuss how to enhance the
throughput and the stability of the path, and how to increase the probability of finding a path.
Simulation results show that CLRP outperforms other cross-layer routing protocols in terms
of throughput and stability of the path being setup, and increases the probability of finding
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an end-to-end path.
6.2 System Model and Problem Definition
The main objective behind this work is to design a CRN routing protocol, that does not
only consider the set of available channels at each CR node which are monitored periodically by
the CR, but also considers other channels that are not monitored periodically by the CR nodes
and may be available. Taking into consideration other channels that may be available with
certain probabilities, enhances the performance of existing routing protocols, and increases the
probability of finding a path.
We assume that each channel is assigned to one PU who has an exclusive right to use the
channel. If the PU can tolerate interference up to 1 second, then the CR should sense (monitor)
the channel every second. If the CR node is maintaining a set of channels, the CR node should
monitor each of these channels periodically. Also, the CR node spends time to switch from
one channel to another, which depends on the frequency step, i.e., to switch from a channel on
central frequency, f1 MHz, to a channel on central frequency, f2 MHz, the switching time will
typically be SW (f1, f2) = α ∗ |f1 − f2| [31], where α is the switching time per 1 MHz step,
and is technology dependent. The monitoring time of each channel is affected by many factors
like the signal to noise ratio, required detection probability, received noise, impairments that
may affect signal quality like shadowing and fading, and more. Monitoring time is assumed to
be different from node to node and from channel to channel.
The inputs to CLRP are: 1) CRN topology, which consists of the CR nodes, their locations,
the set of channels known to be available at each node, one source, and one destination, 2)
The set of all the channels that the CRN can potentially use, and 3) Statistics about the PUs
activity, i.e., the expected active times, their locations, required periodic monitoring time at
each CR node, TID which determines how often the CRs should sense the channel.
The output of CLRP will be a path from the source to the destination that is composed
of a set of nodes and the channel to be used on each hop. Some of these channels at some
relay nodes are available with certain probabilities because the nodes are not sensing them
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periodically.
We assume that all channels have the same bandwidth. We also assume that the activities
of the PU on channel k can be represented by a birth/death process as in Figure 6.1, with
birth rate (becoming busy), β, and death rate (becoming idle), λ, then the expected time for
channel k to be idle within a cycle of activity is (E(K) = 1β ). Moreover, probability for the
PU’s channel to be available, Pr(H0) = λλ+β , and probability to be busy, Pr(H1) = βλ+β .
Figure 6.1: PU activity model
The difference that distinguishes the channels that the CR node knows that they are
available from the other channels that the CR node is not aware whether they are available
or not is the probability to be available (Pr(H0)). For example, for a channel that is within
the set of available channels that the CR node senses periodically, Pr(H0) = 1. For a channel
that the CR node knows for sure that it is not available, for example it has just sensed it and
found it unavailable, Pr(H0)=0. For a channel that is available on one of x’s neighbors, i.e.,
y, then Prx(H0) = 1 - Pr(it is not available on x given it is available at y) = 1-P (H1 at x|H0
at y). Pr(H0) = λλ+β . The previous conditional probability can be found according to the
channel model [48] or using the radio cartography maps [49].
The routing protocol will be initiated by the source node, which floods a route request
packet (RRQP) to all of its neighbors. The RRQP contains a table with one entry for each
channel. Each entry in the table contains the quality value that will be achieved if the source
used that channel for transmission. Each intermediate node modifies the RRQP based on the
received RRQPs from its upstream neighbors. When the RRQPs arrive to the destination, it
finds which upstream channel and which upstream channel maximize the quality and sends
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a route reply packet (RRPP) to that node which will be forwarded pack to the source. The
RRQP and RRPP will be sent with the help of a common control channel (CCC)
6.3 Enhancing Throughput
Since we are assuming that all the channels have the same bandwidth and same cycle
length (Tc), and since each channel must be sensed every cycle, then the throughput can be
represented by the transmission time per cycle, i.e., transmission time = cycle length - overhead
time per cycle. The overhead time per cycle is the time that the CR node uses for sensing,
switching between channels, access the channel, or anything else. In this subsection, we assume
that initially each node is subject to a specific load per cycle. For example, node i has a load
Li, where in each cycle the node can at most use Tc−Li for routing the data on the path under
study. The load could be due to sharing the node with other paths, due to sharing channels,
due to sensing some other channels, or due to anything else. Li does not include any overhead
from the route being setup. Therefore, if node i is going to use channel x (at central frequency
fx) for reception, and channel y (at fy) for transmission, the load on node i will become equal
to: Li + STi(x) + STi(y) + α ∗ |fx − fy|. Where STi(y) is the sensing time of channel y at
node i. And the throughput at i if it used channels x and y for reception and transmission,
respectively, for the route under study can not exceed Tc−(Li+STi(x)+STi(y)+α∗|fx−fy|).
The process of route setup will be initiated by the source node by building a route request
packet (RRQP) to be broadcast to each of its neighbors. The RRQP composed of a table, with
each record in the table represents a specific channel. Each record contains two values: the
channel ID and the maximum throughput that the source achieves in case it used that channel
for transmission. The throughput at the source node for each candidate downstream channel
(c), qds (c) = Tc − Ls − STs(c). The throughput will be calculated for all candidate channels
whether they are known to be available at the source or not. After building the RRQP, the
source will broadcast it to its neighbors.
Each intermediate node may receive multiple RRQPs. For example, Algorithm 6 describes
how to calculate the best expected upstream quality on each candidate upstream channel,
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Algorithm 6 : Finding the expected upstream quality, quw(c) for each channel, c at node w
1: for each candidate upstream channel, c do
2: MaxQuality ← −1
3: for each received RRQP from neighbor, x do
4: if (c is available at w) then
5: Qua← min{qdx(c), Tc − Lw − STw(c)}
6: else
7: Qua← min{qx(c) ∗ Prcw(H0), (TC − Lw − STw(c)) ∗ Prcw(H0)}.
8: end if
9: if (Qua > MaxQuality) then
10: MaxQuality ← Qua
11: UpStramNode← x
12: end if
13: end for
14: quw(c)←MaxQuality
15: UpStream Node of channel c← UpStramNode
16: end for
when the node w receives multiple RRQPs from its neighbors. The external for loop, loops
over all candidate upstream channels, and decides for each of the candidate upstream channels
what the best expected upstream quality of that channel is. The internal for loop, loops over
the received RRQPs, and decides which upstream neighbor maximizes the expected upstream
quality of the channel.
Line 5 means that if channel c is available at w, the expected quality of channel c when
w receives from x over the channel c, is the minimum of: 1) the quality value sent from x on
channel c, qdx(c) and 2) the load on w if it uses channel c for reception. The load equals the
cycle time (Tc), minus the initial load on w (Lw), and minus the sensing time of channel c at
w, STw(c). The minimum is taken because we are studying the throughput which equals the
(cycle length - the load) at the node along the path that has the minimum value, hence we are
trying to maximize the minimum.
If channel c is available at w with probability Prcw(H0), line 7 shows the expected upstream
quality on channel c. It is similar to line 5, but multiplied by the probability to compute the
expected value. This is because w is unsure whether channel c is available or not. Lines 9-12
keep track of the maximum quality (Line 10), and the node that maximizes the quality (Line
11). After the inner for loop finishes, w knows the maximum expected upstream quality that
can be achieved if channel c is used for reception, quw(c) (Line 14), and the node that maximizes
the upstream quality (Line 15).
Then, w will decide for each candidate downstream channel c, that it can potentially
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send on, what is the best expected quality value, qdw(c) that can be achieved if w used c for
transmission, and on which upstream channel and from which upstream node it is better to
receive, if the channel c is used for transmission downstream. Algorithm 7 describes how to
calculate this.
Algorithm 7 : Finding the expected downstream quality, qdw(c) for each channel, c at node w
1: for each candidate downstream channel, c do
2: MaxQuality ← −1
3: for each candidate upstream channel, cu do
4: if (cu 6= c) then
5: Qua← min{quw(cu), Tc − Lw − STw(c)− STw(cu)− SW (c, cu)}
6: else
7: Qua← min{quw(cu), Tc − Lw − STw(c)}
8: end if
9: if (Qua > MaxQuality) then
10: MaxQuality ← Qua
11: UpStramCh← cu
12: end if
13: end for
14: if (MaxQuality > qdw(c)) then
15: qdw(c)←MaxQuality
16: Upstream Channel of c← UpStramCh
17: SendRRQP ← True
18: end if
19: end for
In the outer for loop, w loops over all the candidate downstream channels, and for each
candidate downstream channel c, it calculates the quality if w used c for transmission. The
inner for loop, loops over all the candidate upstream channels, for each candidate upstream
channel cu, w finds the quality if cu will be used for reception and c will be used for transmission
on the route being setup.
Line 5 shows when the upstream channel, cu is different from the downstream channel
c. The quality equals the minimum of quw(cu) which was calculated in Algorithm 6, and the
maximum throughput that can be achieved at w, if channels cu and c used for reception
and transmission, respectively. The maximum throughput that can be achieved is the cycle
length, minus the initial load, minus the sensing times of the two channels, and minus the
switching time incurred from switching between the two channels to monitor them and to use
them. If c = cu (Line 7), then w senses one channel and the switching overhead equals zero.
Downstream quality was not multiplied by the probability of the channel being idle, because
it was considered in the upstream quality, and it will be considered at the downstream node.
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If the calculated MaxQuality is greater than the old qdw(c) of channel c (Lines 14 -18), then
qdw(c) is modified to MaxQuality (Line 15), and w keeps track of the upstream channel that
w is going to receive on, if w used channel c for transmission (Line 16). Also, it modifies the
flag SendRRQP which indicates that w should forward the RRQP to its neighbors because it
has enhanced quality on one or more channels.
Each node, after it modified and sent the RRQP, may receive new RRQPs. Some of these
newly received RRQPs are from some nodes that have already sent the RRQP to the node
previously. Since, these new RRQPs must been received because they include some enhanced
quality values on some channels. Therefore, the node recalculates the RRQP given all the
received RRQPs. It overwrites each entry that resulted in better quality and it does not
change other entries. If one or more entries have been changed, the node will re-broadcast the
RRQP to its neighbors.
The process continues until the RRQPs arrive to the destination (dst). The destination
applies Algorithm 6 to calculate the qudst(c) for each channel c. And it decides which upstream
channel, say cu, maximizes the throughput and from which node, say nu. Then, the destination
sends a route reply packet (RRPP) to nu that it is expecting to receive on channel cu. Node nu
knows the best upstream channel from Algorithm 7, and the upstream node from Algorithm
6, if it will send on channel cu. Therefore, it will tell that upstream node that it is going to
receive on that channel by forwarding the RRPP packet to that upstream node. The process
will be repeated until the RRPP arrives at the source.
Now the path is setup and each node knows on which channel to receive and on which
channel to send. The availability of some of these channels is probabilistic. Therefore, any
channel that is supposed to be used for routing at a specific node, if it is not within the
node’s maintained set of available channels (periodically senses them), the node must sense
the channel, and use it if it is found to be available. If it is found to be unavailable, the node
senses the next channel that maximizes the throughput. One good thing here is that multiple
nodes can do sensing in parallel. Also, the nodes that are required to do sensing are known,
where not all CRN’s nodes should do sensing, and it is also known which channels should
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be sensed. In our previous work [50], we empirically showed that this additional time takes
usually less than a second.
6.4 Enhancing Stability
We define stability as the duration that the path is expected to stay available without
interruption by the PUs. One of the differences in routing in CRNs from other types of
networks is that routing in CRNs is highly dependent on the PU’s behavior, i.e., if the PU
became active, then the nodes that are using the PU’s channel should leave, which yields
disconnected paths. Therefore, some applications may need paths that are expected to stay
connected as long as possible regardless of the throughput and regardless of the end-to-end
delay.
The stability of a multi-hop path, is measured by the minimum stability on all the hops of
the path. For example, if a path is composed of 5 hops and the channels that are used on the
five hops are expected to be available for 9, 9, 6, 3, and 10 seconds, respectively, then, the path
stability is 3 seconds. The expected available time of a channel can be calculated from the PU
behavior as shown in Section 6.2. Therefore, the expected available time of the channel is PU
dependent, not CR node dependent. But, the probability of the channel being idle on some
nodes will be different among the CR nodes because it depends on the location of the node,
and whether the channel is known to be available on one or more of the node’s neighbors.
Route setup with enhancing stability quality objective has some similarities to the process
of enhancing throughput. However, there are some differences.
1. Line 5 in Algorithm 6, becomes
Qua← min{qdx(c), E(c)} (6.1)
where E(c) is the expected available time of channel c, which is calculated from the PU
model as shown in Section 6.2.
2. Line 7 in Algorithm 6, becomes
Qua← min{qdx(c) ∗ Prcw(H0), E(c) ∗ Prcw(H0)} (6.2)
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3. Both Lines 5 and 7 in Algorithm 7, becomes equal to
min{quw(c), E(cu)} (6.3)
4. To prevent cycles, each node should modify the downstream quality by subtracting a
very small number (²) from qdw(c) for each channel c, such that always the downstream
quality of a channel is less than the upstream quality even for the same channel.
6.5 Simulation Results
We conducted our simulation on Java. We compare our routing approach (CLRP) with
the traditional approach (referred to it in the figures by Trad). Traditional approach refers to
the protocols that do not consider sensing other channels to make the routing decision. For
example, in traditional protocols, if a node maintains a set of 4 channels, where it monitors
them periodically, then during route setup, the route decision at that node will be made based
on these four channels without sensing extra channels.
Throughout the simulation, we assume the following: total number of candidate channels
= 40, PU TID = 1 second, channel bandwidth is 6 MHz, PU are located randomly in a square
area between (0,0) and (5000,5000), transmission range of the PU is 2500m, transmission range
of the CR is 400 m, λ and β in Figure 6.1 for each PU are selected randomly between 1ms
and 100 ms, a CR source is at (0,0), a CR destination is at (1000,1000), 60 other CR nodes
are distributed randomly in the square area (0,0) to (1000,1000), load at each CR node is
randomly selected between 0.1 and 0.7, Switching α = 1 ms/1MHz, initial number of available
channels at each CR node = 4 channels, sensing time of each channel was selected randomly
between 1ms and 100ms, and PU status was found randomly based on the probability of being
idle or busy. These settings are used during the simulation except stated otherwise.
Figures 6.2.a-c compare the throughput of CLRP with the traditional approach. The
throughput in the figures is the achieved throughput after path setup, sensing the channels
at the nodes where channels’ availabilities are with certain probabilities, and after finding
available channels. Each point in these figures is the average of 100 runs. The effect of the
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Figure 6.2: Throughput results. Number of initial available channels in
b and c is 4 channels at each node. CR node’s transmission
range is 400m
initial number of available channels at each node on the throughput is shown in Figure 6.2.a.
The available channels are selected randomly out of the total available channels which are out
of the total 40 channels. As the number of available channels increases, the throughput of
traditional approaches enhances. This is because, the network will be more connected and the
nodes have more options for routing. However, CLRP is not affected by increasing the number
of available channels because CLRP considers all the channels, whether they are available or
not. The traditional approaches will be close to CLRP as the number of available channels
increases. But, this requires too much overhead because the nodes have to do periodic sensing
for these channels.
Figure 6.2.b compares CLRP with the traditional approach for minimum load at each node.
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In this figure, the initial load at each node is selected randomly between the minimum load
value and 0.7. It is clear that in this case as the minimum load increases, the throughput
decreases. During this experiment, 9% of the cases, the traditional approach did not find a
path from the source to the destination. However, in CLRP, there is a path in all the simulation
runs. Similarly, in Figure 6.2.c, 13.3% of the times there was no path from the source to the
destination in the traditional approach. Also, as the number of nodes increases, the throughput
gets better because as the network dimensions are fixed, the network gets more connected.
Figure 6.3.a shows the effect of the PU behavior on the stability of the path. In the figure,
the values of λ and β for each PU are selected randomly between the value in the figure and
100. Both CLRP and the traditional approach decrease with increasing minimum λ and β.
But, CLRP is highly affected with increasing the minimum values because according to the
equations in Section 6.2, the expected available time of the channels will be decreased. The
decreasing in the traditional approach is slight, because usually there are not many options for
the traditional approach, where the path is selected only based on the channels known to be
available at each node. Also, the stability equals the minimum stability on all channels along
the path.
One another benefit of CLRP is increasing the probability of finding a path. For example
Figures 6.3.b-c show the effects of changing the number of available channels at each node and
the CR transmission range on the number of cases to find a path. Each point is out of 1000
runs. In Figure 6.3.b, the curves when the CR transmission range is 400m were taken on a
CR network that spans an area of 2000m x 2000m, while the curves with CR transmission
range 250m, the CR network spans an area of 1000m x 1000m. We can see that CLRP is
not affected by how many channels are initially available at each node because the CR nodes
check all the channels (known to be available or not known). However, CLRP is affected by
the CR transmission range because the number of neighbors decreases. On the other hand,
the traditional approach is affected by both the CR transmission range and the initial number
of available channels at each node.
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Figure 6.3: Figures b and c show number of cases, in which no path was
not found from the source to the destination out of 1000 runs
6.6 Summary
In this work we proposed a new approach for routing in cognitive radio networks. The
new approach, when finding a route, considers all candidate channels whether they are known
to be available at a node, or the node is not aware of their availability because the node is
not monitoring these channels periodically. We compared our approach with the traditional
approaches which build their route based only on the channels known to be available at each
node in the network. Simulation results show that our approach enhances the throughput
and the stability of the routes being setup. Also, it increases the probability of finding an
end-to-end path.
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CHAPTER 7 Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Conclusions
There are four basic functionalities in cognitive radio network: spectrum sensing, spectrum
decision, spectrum sharing, and spectrum mobility. These four functions are dependent on
each other. However, spectrum sensing assumed to be the key enabling functionality of CRN,
because the other three functions are dependent on spectrum sensing. Other functions like
routing, accessing the channel, and leaving the channel also depend on spectrum sensing.
Therefore, any of the aforementioned functions should consider spectrum sensing.
Fast spectrum sensing increases the quality of service of the CR nodes and increases the
utilization of the used spectrum which is the objective behind CR. Also, accurate sensing
protects the PU from interference which is a requirement that must be satisfied. However,
there is a tradeoff between the speed of sensing and the reliability of sensing which complicates
selecting the optimal sensing time that protects the PU.
In this thesis, we studied this tradeoff. In chapter 3 we introduced a framework for coop-
erative in-band sensing. The target is to allow multiple CR nodes to share the channel such
that the sensing efficiency is enhanced and the PU will not suffer from interference for more
than the maximum tolerable interference delay (TID) that the PU can tolerate. Usually, the
sensing efficiency defined as the ratio of transmission time to the cycle length. A new defini-
tion of sensing efficiency was introduced, which is the ratio of the transmitted data size to the
summation of the transmitted data size plus the lost data size due to sensing and listening
for warning messages. In this framework, the CR node can work in one of two modes, sensing
mode and transmission mode. The nodes in sensing mode tells the nodes in transmission mode
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when the PU becomes active, by sending warning messages. This cooperation was achieved
without the need for a common control channel.
In addition, in Chapter 4, we studied this tradeoff for single node sensing, where we de-
signed two optimization formulations. Both of them are non-linear. However, we proved their
convexity, and solved them efficiently using algorithms like sequential quadratic programming
which converges to the optimal solution quickly. The used underlying sensing method is energy
detection. The optimization formulations are for monitoring and searching. The monitoring
optimization formulation finds the sensing time, the detection threshold, and the false alarm
probability of the channel being monitored. Search optimization formulation has more degrees
of freedom than earlier work in the literature, and it jointly finds: the sensing time of each
channel, the energy detection threshold of each channel (γi), the number of channels to sense,
and the false alarm probability of each channel (Pf (i)), such that the sensing time is minimized,
the PU is protected, and the CR node finds an idle channel with very high probability.
Moreover, we proposed a PU model which models the PU idle state into multi-idle states,
each with certain length and certain probability. The model allows the CR node to benefit
from its monitoring decisions done in earlier monitoring cycles. Also, we proposed a heuristic
approach that sorts the channels in an order that minimizes the expected search time.
In Chapter 5, we proposed a spectrum decision framework that generates recommendations
to the physical layer at some CR nodes. The goal behind these recommendations is to enhance
the probability of finding an end-to-end path and to enhance the quality of a given route. The
proposed idea is complementary to routing protocols, where after the routing protocol finds the
path, the proposed spectrum decision solution is applied to enhance the selected path quality.
If the existing routing protocol did not find a path, the proposed framework can be applied to
find a path. This is because the proposed framework inspects more channels: the ones that are
known to be available at the CR nodes, where the CR node monitors them periodically, and
the ones that may be available, where the CR node has to check their availability by sensing.
In Chapter 6, we proposed a cross layer routing protocol. The proposed protocol differs
from other existing routing protocols in CRNs in: 1) there are two ways of information flow
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between the network and physical layers: the physical layer tells the network layer which
channels are available, and the network layer tells the physical layer of some nodes to sense
some extra specific channels. Existing routing algorithms have only information flow from
the physical layer to the network layer; 2) Monitoring time is considered; and 3) It considers
more channels; channels known to be available and channels that are available with certain
probabilities. We used the proposed idea to enhance the throughput and the stability of the
path.
7.2 Future Work
In this section, we discuss directions for future work, which can be summarized in:
1. In Chapter 5, we formulated how the proposed framework can enhance the throughput
of a given route. We plan to extend this approach to enhance the end-to-end delay and
the stability of a given route.
2. In Chapter 5, when the destination receives multiple route request packets, three options
can be selected: 1) the path with optimal quality, 2) the path with minimum additional
setup time, or 3) a hybrid, i.e., select a path with optimal quality such that number of
discontinuities is below a threshold. We selected the minimum setup time in Chapter 5.
We plan to investigate the other two options.
3. In Chapter 6, we discussed a true cross layer routing protocol that enhances the through-
put and stability. We also plan to study how we can enhance the end-to-end delay.
4. We plan to extend the spectrum decision framework and the cross layer routing protocol
such that they consider channels with different capacities and different characteristics.
5. In Chapters 5 and 6, we normalized the throughput to the transmission time per cycle,
because we assumed that all the channels have the same bandwidth and same capacity.
In case the channels have variable capacities, the transmission time per cycle will not
be accurate. Therefore, we plan to study channels with variable capacities and variable
data rates.
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